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ABSTRACT 
 

THE IMPACT OF BRT SERVICE MODIFICATIONS ON EXPRESSED 

ATTITUDES TOWARD BUS RIDERSHIP IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 

James McAteer 
 
This study addresses the question - Would a physically separated busway, and/or other 

design characteristics typically associated with Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) have a greater 

impact on increasing people’s expressed willingness to ride the bus than would 

conventional bus improvements?  This research distributed a stated preference survey to 

workers in the central business district of Nashville, TN, to determine their attitudes 

toward conventional and BRT-type improvements.  Literature was reviewed to 

determine and categorize several factors associated with improved bus service.  These 

factors were included in the survey and the results compared using the Wilcoxon Signed 

Rank test to look for significance at a confidence interval of +/- 5%.  The results 

showed the busway proved significant for 7 of the 12 (58%) components studied.  

Additionally, the busway proved significant for 4 of the 6 conventional bus 

improvements.  Overall the primary hypothesis was confirmed and additional findings 

support the BRT concept. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the past century, the automobile has played an increasing role in the design 

and development of the American landscape.  The car has grown in popularity from its 

introduction as a novelty in the late 1800s to a necessary means of transportation today.  

As automobiles became the transportation mode of choice, structural changes occurred 

in cities across America.  Established communities abandoned traditional methods of 

intracity travel and gradually retrofitted their infrastructure to accommodate cars.  At 

the same time, newer cities were designed with the automobile as the nexus of 

transportation, often without consideration for alternate modes of travel.  “Development 

patterns, public sector resource constraints, lifestyle changes, and the increasing 

affordability of automobile travel all have contributed to greater reliance on privately-

owned vehicle alternatives” (Ball 1994).  One of the primary impacts of these changes 

has been a dramatic decline in the use of public transit as a means to get to work.  

“According to Census data, the transit share declined from 12.6 percent in 1960 to 5.3 

percent in 1990.  Even more significant is the fact that the absolute number of 

commuters using transit also declined from over 7.8 million workers in 1960 to nearly 

6.1 million in 1990.  This occurred despite a 39 percent increase in population and a 78 

percent increase in the total number of workers over the same period” (Ball 1994). 

In recent years both urban and transportation planners, as well as the general 

public, have realized the limitations of having built a mobility infrastructure focused 

largely around the automobile.  Urban automobile travel today is often a frustrating, 

time-consuming, costly endeavor. 
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Figure 1 - Photos of Various Mass Transit Systems 
 

 
    Light-Rail (Baltimore, MD) 
 

 

 
  Light-Rail (Denver, CO) 

 
  Heavy-Rail / Subway (Baltimore, MD) 
 

 
  Heavy-Rail / Subway (Baltimore, MD) 

 
  BRT in Busway (Curitiba, Brazil) 

 
  BRT in Busway (Pittsburgh, PA) 
 

 

Although the automobile has taken center stage for transportation in America, 

many cities have extensive mass transit systems ranging from conventional bus systems, 

to light-rail transit (LRT), to subways (heavy rail), and more recently, to Bus Rapid 

Transit (BRT) systems.  An emerging planning philosophy is not to question whether 

mass transit is a necessary component of urban mobility, but rather, to ask which mode 
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is the most appropriate.  In most cases, optimal mobility will require a combination of 

modes that include both a sound roadway infrastructure and at least one form of mass 

transit.  At a minimum, large cities across the U.S. maintain some type of bus service. 

Generally, “the bus system represents the most widely used transit mode” (Vuchic 

1994). 

In the past, when urban and transportation planners sought to increase transit's 

effectiveness and expand its scope, they consistently turned to fixed-rail alternatives 

such as subway (heavy rail) and light-rail transit.  While these modes of transit offer 

advantages they also impose costs.  An examination of four rapid transit systems 

(Atlanta, Baltimore, Miami, and Washington) offers an idea of the scale and cost of 

implementing a heavy rail system.  The average cost per mile of track was $116 million, 

with a high of $169 and a low of $63 million (see Table 1).  In addition, the average 

operating costs per vehicle revenue mile (based on 12 rapid rail systems) was $6.53 

(FTA 1992).  Light rail may be significantly cheaper than heavy rail, but it is costly.  A 

recent study by the Government Accounting Office (GAO) shows the average cost per 

mile of track for light rail to be $34.8 million (see Figure 2) with operating costs per 

vehicle revenue mile averaging $11.74 (2001). 

 
Table 1 - Capital Costs of Rail Rapid Transit Systems (1988 Dollars) 
Location Line-Miles Capital Costs 

($ millions) 
Cost Per Line-
Mile ($ millions) 

Atlanta 26.8 2,720 101.49 
Baltimore 7.6 1,289 169.61 
Miami 21.0 1,341 63.86 
Washington 60.5 7,968 131.7 
Average of Above Systems 29.0 3329.5 116.67 

Data extrapolated from Characteristics of Urban Transportation Systems , FTA 1992.  Original Source: 
Don Pickrell; Urban Rail Transit Projects: Forecast Versus Actual Ridership and Costs ; prepared for 
Office of Grants Management, Urban Mass Transportation Administration; October, 1989. 
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Figure 2:    Capital Cost Per Mile for Light Rail and Bus 
Rapid Transit

 
Source: GAO 2001 
 

For many municipalities, installing a rail rapid transit system is an enormous 

endeavor and often the short-term benefits of minimally increased ridership and slightly 

reduced traffic congestion do not justify the cost.  This is particularly troublesome when 

municipalities attempt to acquire funding for light-rail projects where the holders of the 

purse strings are looking for quick solutions, not long-term infrastructure enhancements.  

It is important to note, however, that heavy and light rail investments, when made in 

concert with other urban development incentives and public investment programs, have 

been shown to focus growth along their corridors and encourage long-term growth.  

This is presumably because of the permanent nature of the system, with its fixed 

stations and clearly defined, stable routes.  Most conventional bus systems do not offer 

the same perception of permanence.  With pre-fabricated passenger shelters that can be 

installed or dismantled in just a few hours, and routes that can be modified without 

major cost implications, development and growth have been less likely to occur around 

existing bus routes. 
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Within the last five years, planners throughout the U.S. have begun to consider 

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).  “Transportation planners are looking at how they can make 

better use of existing highway facilities and often are coming to the conclusion that bus 

transportation should be improved and expanded as rail is prohibitively expensive” 

(Rathbone 2001).  BRT is an alternative that combines the service benefits of fixed rail 

with the flexibility and low cost of bus service.  The concept of Bus Rapid Transit is not 

a recent phenomenon.  In the 1970s many measures were introduced to improve bus 

service, including partially or fully separated rights-of-way, priority for buses operating 

on streets, and special stations (Vuchic 1994).  Some of the best examples of existing 

BRT systems in North America include the OC-Transpo in Ottawa, Canada, and the 

Port Authority facility in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

The impetus for planners to reconsider BRT is cost. The average cost per mile of 

roadway for dedicated lane (busway) bus service is $13.5 million (see Figure 2), with 

operating costs per vehicle revenue mile of $3.96 (USGAO 2001).  Clearly, with bus 

systems costing roughly 60% less than the next closest alternative (light-rail), cities 

seeking to expand their mass transit operations must consider BRT.  Nashville, 

Tennessee, is just such a city. 

In 1999 Nashville received the final report of an analysis of light-rail transit 

(LRT) for a selected urban core corridor (West End Avenue).  The study focused on 

LRT, but included a brief analysis of a BRT alternative.  Although the results of the 

research indicated that citizens supported the construction of a light rail system, it was 

determined that costs were prohibitive, particularly in light of Nashville’s low-density 

corridors and distributed development (Wilbur Smith Assoc. 1999).  The study showed, 
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however, that “The BRT alternative is a cost effective approach to providing Nashville 

with a fixed guideway, zero emission and ultra-quiet transit service in the urban core.  

The electric trolleybus (BRT) technology provides greater operational flexibility with 

lower capital and operating costs than LRT” (Wilbur Smith Assoc. 1999).  Because 

BRT technology does not require zero emission or ultra-quiet electric vehicles, it can be 

implemented with vehicles that are currently in use, further reducing the initial capital 

outlay. 

Due to the low start-up costs and flexibility of BRT, combined with similar (if 

not lower) operating costs than LRT, BRT may be viewed as a viable alternative for 

Nashville mass transit.  Unfortunately, many automobile users consider bus transit 

service elements to be sub-par, particularly compared to driving alone or to using rail 

transit options.  Bus service is often perceived as slow, uncomfortable, and confusing, 

and buses are often considered a polluting hindrance to the smooth flow of automobile 

traffic.  Whether or not these perceptions are wholly accurate, they must be addressed 

when implementing a BRT system.  In fact, when they are implemented properly, BRT 

systems can eliminate many of the negative perceptions of bus service.  BRT associated 

with clean, comfortable rapid-transit vehicles and efficient networks can achieve results. 

Statement of the Problem 

The objective of this research project is to provide evidence that workers in the 

Nashville metropolitan area may be more willing to ride bus systems enhanced by BRT-

like service attributes rather than conventional improvements.  Accordingly, the 

evidence may suggest that greater gains in ridership could be achieved in Nashville 

from a BRT-style system than from conventiona l enhancements to the existing bus 
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system.  As this research illustrates, a variety of modifications can improve overall bus 

service, but the changes that have the most impact on people’s willingness to ride are 

those that make bus service more like rail service, specifically reliable, on-time 

performance, relatively fast speeds, and comfortable vehicles.  Integrating these service 

attributes with bus service produces Bus Rapid Transit, or BRT. 

Unfortunately, the contemporary definition of BRT does not include precise 

terms to identify the features that distinguish BRT from general bus service 

enhancements.  This research could provide a set of service attributes for transportation 

professionals to employ in a consensus-based definition of BRT, resulting in a term 

with a specific meaning appropriately associated with true rapid transit.  Since the 

success of any mass transit system relies in some measure on the public’s perception of 

the system’s image, defining BRT as a genuine rapid transit system, with similar 

benefits and service elements as rail at almost 1/3 of the cost, BRT can be presented to 

the commuting community as a viable option to traditional bus service or, more 

importantly, rail. 

The central problem is - Which modifications to existing bus services would 

have the greatest positive impact on people’s willingness to utilize bus transit?  To 

answer this question, several sub-problems were addressed: 

1. Identification of components of both bus and rail systems relevant to this 

research, such as right of way, travel mode, stop design, and boarding options, 

among others. 

2. Identification of conventional modifications that would improve overall bus 

ridership. 
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3. Development of service attribute profiles used to define rail versus bus 

modifications. 

4. Identification of service components that have the greatest positive impact on 

willingness to ride. 

Purpose of the Study 

In the United States, interest in Bus Rapid Transit as an alternative to rail has 

increased substantially over the last several years, and only recently have calls for 

research begun to be answered.  An example is the Transportation Research Board 

(TRB) project TCRP-A23, which became effective in May 2000, and is slated for 

completion by December 2002.  The goal of the TCRP A-23 research project is to 

develop a document that describes the BRT concept and supplies detailed information 

on BRT implementation.  Further calls for research by the TRB include the Transit 

IDEA program’s Strategic Initiative on Bus Rapid Transit, which will determine 

precision docking techniques and wheelchair accommodations for BRT systems. 

Although this Nashville research project does not attempt to match the scope of 

either of the projects stated above, it is important for two reasons:  First, it provides data 

suggesting the relative importance of BRT-type service attributes on attitudes toward 

ridership.  Second, it can serve as a tool to prompt transportation professionals to think 

about the components of BRT systems and hopefully further the dialog by identifying 

those characteristics and service elements that make bus service more like rail service.  

This type of identification is necessary because BRT, as understood by planners today, 

incorporates such a wide range of general bus service improvements that the real 

meaning of BRT is uncertain. 
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Hypotheses 

This project was based on the working hypothesis that employees in the 

downtown Nashville metropolitan area would express a higher willingness to ride the 

bus if physically separated rights of way (either a guideway or bus-only lane) were 

available. 

In addition, the following statistical hypotheses were formulated.  That is, 

workers in the downtown Nashville Metropolitan area will express a higher willingness 

to ride the bus if the following modifications were available: 

• Fully protected stations that require payment verification prior to entry; 

• Bus boarding and exiting through multiple doors; 

• Route information that is easily viewed while riding the bus; 

• Route information that is posted at all stops; 

• Clearly marked stops with signs visible from the bus; 

• Services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning provided at the 

stations. 

The above characteristics would enhance the usability of a physically separated right of 

way and provide a BRT-like system design. 

Delimitations 

The study is subject to the following delimitations: 

 1.  Only workers in Nashville’s central business district were surveyed.  The 

central business district is defined as having a northern boundary of James 

Robertson Parkway, a southern boundary of Demonbreun Street, a western 
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boundary of 10th Avenue, and an eastern boundary of 1st Avenue (see 

Appendix 4). 

 2.  Within Nashville’s central business district, surveys were only distributed to 

the employees of businesses that agreed to participate. 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this study the following terms are defined: 

Alight - Exit a transit vehicle. 

Bus Lane - A travel lane in the existing roadway infrastructure that is reserved for 

exclusive or semi-exclusive use of buses, usually at specified time intervals or on a 

permanent basis.   

Bus Rapid Transit - This is defined in general terms as enhanced bus service.  This 

could include advanced (smart-card) payment options, modern buses that perform more 

like rail vehicles, low floor buses, stoplight pre-emption, separate bus lanes, and 

additional practical enhancements to existing bus service. 

Busway – An exclusive, physically separated lane used only by buses. 

Central Business District (CBD) - A highly dense urban area, usually containing a large 

number of office buildings and characterized by a concentration of commercial 

facilities. 

Capital costs per mile - The costs necessary to complete the transit infrastructure, 

divided by the number of miles in the system. 

Dwell Time - The amount of time a transit vehicle remains at a stop or station while 

passengers board and alight. 
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Nashville Area MPO (MPO) - A federally designated regional transportation planning 

organization that serves as the forum for cooperative transportation decision-making in 

the Nashville area. 

Right of Way (Transit) - Refers to the land used by transit systems.  It may be shared 

(street transit), semi exclusive (light-rail transit or buses and high-occupancy vehicles 

on reserved lanes) or exclusive (rapid transit). 

Basic Assumptions 

This study was based on the following assumption: 

• That stated preference surveys can provide some indication of respondents’ 

attitudes and potential behavioral response. 

Limitations 

The study has the following limitations: 

1.  The survey respondents were self-selected and may not represent statistically 

valid demographic or travel market proportions of the Nashville-Davidson 

community. 

2.  Respondents’ attitudes as measured by the survey do not necessarily translate 

into behavior and no measure of decay rate, as it applies to attitudes versus 

actions, was incorporated within this study process. 

3.  The survey was conducted in the Nashville-Davidson community and 

therefore may not be representative of other geographic regions. 

4.  The survey was conducted over a two-week period in July 2002, and 

therefore may not represent travel behaviors or attitudes throughout the year. 
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5.  Due to financial and other constraints, the survey was distributed to one 

major population: workers in the downtown area (CBD) and the refore will not 

be a representative sample of citizens or residents in the Nashville-Davidson 

community. 

6.  The survey studies commuter travel for intracity and suburb-to-city 

relationships, not city-to-city relationships. 

7.  Not all businesses within the CBD were given the opportunity to participate 

in the survey.  Therefore, the sample population might not provide a 

representative sample of businesses in the downtown area. 

8. Willingness to ride is affected by many factors that are not included in the 

survey, such as cost, connectivity to other travel modes, or the impact of the 

presence or absence of an integrated regional system. 

9.  The survey does not consider broader trends or patterns of transit usage in 

Nashville. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature 

Attitudes, Customer Satisfaction, and BRT Features 
 

Due to the relatively sparse number of Bus Rapid Transit systems in the United 

States, limited research and information exists at this time regarding BRT-related 

issues.  In particular, no study measures attitudes toward BRT, and "within the transit 

industry, only limited survey based customer satisfaction indexing research has been 

conducted” (TRB 1999).  Of the existing research, four studies stand out:  

1.  The 1995 Customer Satisfaction Index Study for Mass Transit; 

2.  The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 47; 

3.  Customer Satisfaction Studies performed by the Chicago Transit Authority;  

4.  Customer Satisfaction Studies by the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit 

District (BART). 

For the purposes of this project, and because BRT combines features of bus and 

rail, the methods used in these studies will specifically be examined to determine the 

attributes that have the greatest impact on overall customer satisfaction. 

1995 IDEA Study: Customer Satisfaction Index for the Mass Transit Industry 

The IDEA program is part of the Transit Cooperative Research Program 

sponsored by the Transportation Research Board (TRB), the Federal Transit 

Administration (FTA), and the Transit Development Corporation.  The 1995 IDEA 

study was conducted using a telephone survey among 900 transit users in five test cities 

(100 surveys per transit mode).  The five test cities and the transit systems were Akron, 

Ohio (Metro Regional Transit Authority - MRTA), Chicago, Illinois (Regional 
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Transportation Authority through the Chicago Transit Authority - CTA), Minneapolis, 

Minnesota (Metropolitan Council Transit Operations - MCTO), Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania (Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority - SEPTA), and 

Portland, Oregon (Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon - Tri-

MET) (Tri-MET 1995).  The study applied factor analysis to the 35-40 transit attributes 

within the questionnaire to identify clusters (independent factors) around which the 

attributes revolved.  These factors were then regressed against the dependent variable of 

overall satisfaction.  The results provided each factor’s contribution to overall 

satisfaction and its relative weight as to importance (Tri-MET 1995). 

The results for all five transit districts combined produced eight factors that most 

influenced overall satisfaction.  Of these eight, the two most important factors were 

system performance and driver characteristics.  Because this research project focuses 

primarily on system attribute improvements, driver characteristics are disregarded at 

this time.  System performance factors comprised service received for the fare paid, on-

time performance, frequency of service, and travel time versus other modes of 

transportation (Tri-MET 1995). 

TCRP Report 47 

The Transportation Research Board provides access to many studies regarding 

mass transit, and, through the TCRP, performs studies that include broad analysis and 

review of major concepts relating to transportation topics.  One  project, entitled TCRP 

Report 47 - A Handbook for Measuring Customer Satisfaction and Service Quality, 

provides an analysis of customer satisfaction surveys for three transit agency sites 

composed of an urban rail system, a suburban bus system, and a small city bus system.  
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The study focused on methods to measure customer satisfaction and create transit 

agency performance measures.  The TCRP study examined two lines of the Chicago 

Transit Authority’s (CTA) rail service, a suburban bus system in New Mexico (Sun 

Tran), and a small city bus system in Virginia, the Greater Lynchburg Transit Company 

(GLTC).  For both the CTA and Sun Tran systems, several statistical analyses were 

performed, including factor, quadrant, and multiple regression analysis.  The quadrant 

analysis was used to compare rider satisfaction with the attributes to their relative 

importance. The factor analysis was used to determine the overarching categories for 

individual system attributes and their relative importance within each factor.  These 

categories were then further studied using multiple regression analysis to determine 

their correlation with overall satisfaction (TRB 1999). 

The CTA Red Line factor analysis yielded a total of 4 factors (or categories) 

from 30 transit system attributes.  The categories included trip performance, personal 

security, customer service, and comfort.  The regression analysis showed that of the 

four factors, trip performance had the greatest correlation with overall customer 

satisfaction, illustrating how vital trip performance attributes are to perceived 

satisfaction.  Within the trip performance factor, frequent service, trains that come on 

schedule, short wait time for transfers, and hours of service proved to be the most 

important (TRB 1999). 

The CTA Blue Line results yielded similar factors, which again showed trip 

performance as having the greatest overall effect on satisfaction.  The regression 

analysis showed that within trip performance, trains that come on schedule and frequent 

service topped the list in order of importance (TRB 1999). 
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The Sun Tran bus system also developed similar results.  Trip performance 

again showed the greatest connection to overall satisfaction.  Within trip performance, 

frequent service, short wait times for transfers, hours of service, and buses that come on 

schedule were the most important (TRB 1999). 

CTA Customer Satisfaction Studies 

One of the primary functions of the CTA study was to determine the importance 

of and ratings for various service elements.  The study was conducted for both bus and 

rail transit.  The most recent study, conducted in 1999, showed that for the bus system, 

“aspects of service related to reliability and comfort are the primary drivers of bus 

riders’ satisfaction. [Further] the most important aspects of service reliability are, in 

order of importance for customer satisfaction, knowing what time the next bus arrives, 

amount of time between buses, on-time performance, and wait time when transferring 

(NRG 1999).”  For rail, the primary drivers of satisfaction proved to be comfort, 

information, and reliability.  “The most critical aspects of service related to train riders’ 

perceptions of reliability are wait time when transferring, on-time performance, time 

between trains, and knowing when the next train arrives (NRG 1999).” 

BART Customer Satisfaction Studies 

BART considers excellence in customer service as one of its central goals.  To 

measure achievement, BART periodically conducts customer satisfaction surveys.  The 

most recent survey, conducted in 2000, provides results similar to the surveys 

previously discussed.  BART found that the single strongest driver of rider satisfaction 

was on-time performance (CCG 2000).  The BART study utilized quadrant chart 

analysis to identify those characteristics that were most important to riders, on average.  
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Following on-time performance, leadership in transportation, train service frequency, 

station state of repair, and train transfer connections comprise the factors that drove 

rider satisfaction.  What is particularly interesting from this study is that leadership in 

transportation scored second in terms of importance, suggesting that customers expect 

BART to play a greater role in resolving transportation problems in the area (CCG 

2000). 

The analysis performed on the 2000 survey data was not as expansive as earlier 

BART studies that included both factor and regression analysis.  This was eliminated 

because the data have been generally consistent with the correlation coefficients’ ratios 

used in the quadrant analysis (CCG 2000).  At the time of this writing, the earlier 1996 

and 1998 studies have not yet been obtained.  If these studies are obtained prior to the 

completion of this project, more information about the early study results will be 

provided. 

All of the studies cited show that both bus and rail transit customer satisfaction 

consistently revolves around overall trip performance.  The attributes within trip 

performance that are of the greatest importance are on-time/on-schedule reliability and 

wait time between transfers/frequency of service.  Other elements of importance include 

the state of station repair, knowing what time the next vehicle is scheduled to arrive, 

hours of service, travel time versus other modes of transportation, driver courtesy and 

competence, clarity and timeliness of stop announcements, and driver knowledge about 

system routes and schedules.  Many of these elements are integral to BRT as it has been 

defined for this project.  General enhancements to a bus system may provide some 

improvement in service; however, as previously shown, improving bus reliability has 
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the greatest positive impact on customer satisfaction.  This can only occur if buses are 

separated from automobile traffic and the uncertainty of congestion, which can be 

achieved primarily through a busway. 

Evaluation Guidelines for Bus Rapid Transit Demonstration Projects 

Although there is currently very little demonstrative data for BRT facilities in 

the U.S., there is a growing library of BRT-related materials, reports, and videos.  One 

source of much of this information is the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).  The 

FTA has been supporting development of BRT technology through the Bus Rapid 

Transit Demonstration Program.  “The U.S. BRT Demonstration Program aims to adapt 

the principles of highly successful BRT systems, such as those of Curitiba, Brazil; 

Lyons, France; and Nagoya, Japan, to U.S. conditions, laws, and institutions” (Schwenk 

2002).  A primary goal of the demonstration program is to closely monitor and evaluate 

the success and failures of BRT programs that are underway.  “Only by carefully 

documenting and analyzing their effects and features will it be possible to determine 

which aspects of BRT are most effective in which contexts” (Schwenk 2002).  The 

Evaluation Guidelines document provides an overview of the BRT Demonstration 

Program, identifies BRT features, provides instructions on evaluation for participating 

BRT projects, and provides information on data collection and reporting.  Because this 

research project focuses in part on the identification and definition of BRT features, the 

Evaluation Guidelines… document was therefore used to facilitate the creation of a 

BRT and non-BRT attribute list. 
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The Urban Transportation Monitor (UTM) Survey 

UTM is a bi-monthly publication that provides transportation industry news and 

analysis.  In January 2001, UTM conducted an informal nationwide survey about BRT.  

Questionnaires were sent to 17 transit agencies across the U.S. that are participating in 

the FTA Bus Rapid Transit Demonstration Program.  UTM published 11 responses 

ranging geographically from CDTA in Albany, NY, to Los Angeles County MTA in 

California.  Survey results were reported for twenty-six questions that addressed 

planning the BRT system, specific characteristics of the plan, the public’s perception of 

the BRT alternative, the number of stops to be served, estimated capital expenses, and 

general transportation planning methods (Rathbone 2001).  Although a formal analysis 

of the results was not provided in the publication, the results were compiled as part of 

this research effort. 

Several notable findings of the 11 responses are described below. 

• Seven respondents (63%) replied that light rail had been considered as an 

option during the planning process.  Of these responses, 3 (or 42%) indicated 

cost as a main reason for choosing BRT over LRT. 

• Nine respondents (81%) planned to include exclusive bus lanes over some 

portion of the route as part of the main elements for BRT implementation. 

• Six respondents (54%) identified exclusive lanes or a reserved guideway as 

one of three cost-effective features of a successful BRT system. 

As illustrated in the above responses to UTM’s survey, an exclusive bus lane is 

considered one of the primary drivers of BRT success.  This further supports the 

hypothesis that employees in the downtown Nashville Metropolitan area would express 
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a higher willingness to ride the bus if a physically separated right of way (either a 

guideway or bus-only lane) were available. 

Survey Design and Stated Preference Surveys 

Much of the literature reviewed up to this point centers on attitudes and 

customer satisfaction, transit service attributes and components, and BRT-related 

features.  A significant aspect of this project, however, has been the development and 

distribution of a stated preference survey.  Although not all materials collected 

regarding survey design are included below, a brief summary of two of the primary 

instruments follows. 

Designing and Conducting Survey Research: A Comprehensive Guide 

This book, written by Louis Rea and Richard Parker, covers the design of 

effective questionnaires, development of the survey, administration of the survey, 

statistical methods, and reporting.  The survey design for this research project was 

primarily facilitated with material from this book, particularly the introductory 

statement, the use of close-ended questions, listing questions in a logical sequence, and 

the placement of sensitive questions were all designed using concepts from this manual. 

Understanding Attitudes and Predicting Social Behavior 

The primary goal of this research project was to measure the attitude of potential 

transit riders in terms of increase in willingness to ride, and the results make no claim 

toward measuring or predicting behavior. However, there is a presumed connection 

between attitude and action.  Icek Ajzen and Martin Fishbein (1980) provide an 

overview of the relationship among attitudes, beliefs, intentions and behavior.  “In 

contrast to the currently accepted view that there is no close link between attitude and 
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behavior, our approach suggests that appropriate measures of attitude are strongly 

related to action” (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980).  The information obtained from this work 

has provided a backdrop for the development of the survey and provided insight 

regarding the implications of the responses. 
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Chapter 3 

Procedures and Methodology 

To answer the question of which modifications to existing bus service would 

have the greatest positive impact on people’s willingness to utilize bus transit, the 

following sub-problems were identified: 

1.  Identification of the most relevant components of bus systems and rail 

systems, such as right of way/travel mode, stop design, boarding options, etc., 

for consideration in this research effort; 

2.  Identification of possible conventional modifications that could be made to 

improve overall bus ridership; 

3.  Definition of service attribute profiles to identify rail versus bus 

modifications by identifying and separating those modifications that have true 

rapid transit qualities rather than traditional bus system qualities; 

4.  Identification of service components that have the greatest positive impact on 

willingness to ride. 

The methodology used to elicit answers to the above questions is outlined in the 

paragraphs that follow. 

Sub-Problem 1 

A literature review was conducted to determine relevant components of both bus 

and rail systems.  Much of this research was conducted over the Internet and through 

university and local libraries.  Transportation specific web sites and reports were 

targeted to help determine and define the transit elements.  A table of general rail and 

bus system components was compiled (see Table 2) and used for the service attribute 
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profiles in Sub-problem 3.  The items listed in Table 2 are not all- inclusive of every 

possible transit component; however, they represent the primary components for review 

in this research effort. 

 
         Table 2 - Primary Components of Bus and Rail Systems 

Component 
 

Boarding Options  
On-vehicle Information 
Payment Methods  
Quantity of Stops  
Right of Way 
Route Design 
Route and Fare Dissemination 
Stop Identification 
Stop/Station Design & Passenger Amenities 
Vehicle Design 

 
 
Sub-problem 2 

A literature review was conducted to ident ify bus service modifications that 

could have an impact on improving overall bus performance.  As part of this review, an 

examination of the Journal of Public Transportation, Special Edition: BRT:  Volume 5, 

No.2: 2002, and Schwenk’s (2002) Evaluation Guidelines for Bus Rapid Transit 

Demonstration Projects, was conducted to assist in the determination of BRT specific 

service components.  Transportation-specific material that included web sites, reports, 

and books were also consulted.  Possible modifications/improvements to improve bus 

service are presented in Table 3 and serve to guide questionnaire development and 

hypothesis formulations. 
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Table 3 - Modifications that are Generally Considered to Improve Conventional Bus Service 
Component Bus Service Improvement Modifications  
Boarding Options Use of Low-floor buses to decrease boarding time 

Smart Card fare payment to reduce payment receipt time during 
boarding 
Payment made prior to boarding to decrease dwell time 
 

On-Vehicle Information Make route schedules available on buses  
 

Payment Methods  Smart card Systems  
 

Quantity of Stops  Fewer stops could be implemented along routes to provide express 
services during peak periods 
Smaller buses could be used to run collector routes that drop 
off/allow transfer at major routes 
 

Right of Way Bus Lane 
Busway 
Signal Priority 
Queue Jumpers 
 

Route Design Routes could run in a more linear fashion on major thoroughfares 
with smaller buses providing circular routes into neighborhoods 
 

Route and Fare Dissemination Provide permanent route displays at stops 
Provide On -line access via internet 
 

Stop Identification Stop signage can include route number(s) 
 

Stop/Shelter Design Shelters can be provided at high volume stops to improve passenger 
comfort while waiting 
Real-time travel information can be provided at many stops 
Bicycle lock-up facilities could be provided at certain stops 
 

Vehicle Design Cleaner, modern, smoother riding buses could be added to system 

 
 
Sub-problem 3. 

Using information from Table 3 in combination with research for rail transit 

components, a service attribute profile list was compiled and is shown in Table 4.  This 

table provides easy comparison of general rail and conventional bus service attributes.  

From this table, data was extrapolated to create Table 5 which highlights those service 

attributes that tend to be associated more with rail than conventional bus service and are 

therefore more unique to rapid transit.   
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Table 4 - General Rail and Conventional Bus Service Profiles 
Component Rail Profile Conventional Bus Profile* 
Boarding Options Level boarding Steps to access bus (although many 

newer bus designs do include low-
floor buses with lower clearance for 
bus entry) 
 

 Boarding/alighting through multiple 
doorways 

Boarding generally through front 
door only 
Alighting through both front and 
rear doors 
 

On-vehicle Information Route information displayed on 
vehicle, typically pictograph format 

Schedules may be obtained within 
the bus, however, they are not 
generally displayed on the bus. 
 

Payment Me thods  Payment required prior to boarding 
 

Payment generally required during 
boarding 

Quantity of Stops  Limited number of stops  
 

Many stops  

Right of Way Dedicated or fixed Right of Way 
 

Travel within roadway 

Route Design Generally linear with limited, 
permanent transfer points 
 

Varied, with both permanent 
transfer points and transfers at 
multiple locations 
 

Route and Fare 
Dissemination 

Route map and fare information 
available at every stop 
 

Route map and fare information 
available at selected locations 

Stop Identification All stops have names 
 

Most stops are not named 

 Vocal announcement of stops 
 

Not yet widely implemented 

Stop/Station Design & 
Passenger Amenities 

Many enclosed stations (varies by 
system type – LRT or Heavy Rail), 
most with significant building 
infrastructure  
 
Real-time passenger information 
kiosks provide updated schedule/on-
time performance information. 
 
Some stops provide services such as 
convenience shops 
 
Shelters, seating, and bicycle lock-up 
facilities provided. 
 

Very few enclosed stations with 
significant building infrastructure 
 
 
 
Real-time passenger information 
not yet widely implemented 
 
 
Limited services provided at stops 
 
 
Some shelters with seating; bicycle 
lock-up facilities not generally 
provided. 
 

Vehicle Design Generally smooth ride and 
acceleration/deceleration 

Generally not smooth with 
accentuated acceleration and 
deceleration 

* Bus components are for local bus service only and do not include express or commuter service 
attributes. 
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Table 5 - Components that are Associated Primarily with Rapid Transit 
Component Primarily Rapid Transit Components  
Boarding Options  Level boarding/Precision Docking/High Platform Stations 

 
 Boarding/alighting through multiple doorways 

 
On-vehicle 
Information 

Route information displayed on vehicle, typically pictograph format 
 
 

Payment Methods  Payment required prior to boarding 
 

Quantity of Stops  Limited number of stops  
 

Right of Way Dedicated right of way, separated from automobile traffic over large 
portion of system. 
 

Route Design Linear with limited, permanent transfer points 
 

Route and Fare 
Dissemination 

Route map and fare information available at every stop 
 
 

Stop Identification All stops have names 
 

 Vocal announcement of stops 
 

Stop/Station Design Many enclosed stations (varies by system type – LRT or Heavy 
Rail), most with significant building infrastructure 
 
Shelters, seating, and bicycle lock-up facilities provided. 
 

Vehicle Design Generally smooth ride and acceleration/deceleration 
 

 

Sub-problem 4. 

A stated preference survey was distributed to workers within the central 

business district of the Nashville metropolitan area in order to determine attitudes 

toward the components presented in the previous tables.  To supplement this 

information and provide a broader view of attitudes toward various service components, 

several transit and planning agencies were contacted to obtain existing surveys and 

reports regarding attitudes for various transit service components.  These were used to 
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help support and identify the service elements and specific components considered 

highly important to the riding public. 

Due to the extensive nature of the survey project in Sub-problem 4, the 

procedure was divided into the following sections:  the subjects (population targeted), 

the survey instrument (tool used to collect the data), the data collection (means by 

which the survey was distributed), and the data analysis (methods used to compile and 

analyze the data). 

Subjects 

The target population comprised workers in the central business district of 

Nashville.  The criteria used to select the above subjects were: 

1.  Limited financial resources necessitating a small geographic area that could 

be canvassed by a small number of MPO employees and ‘runners’ from the 

local Chamber of Commerce.  These employees hand-carried the surveys to and 

from the participating businesses. 

2.  In general, rapid transit provides the most benefit for people traveling from 

an outlying area to the central city and for residents or workers within the central 

city.  By selecting survey recipients within this area, a large portion of potential 

users was reached. 

Instrument 

A stated preference attitudinal survey was developed (see Appendix 1) 

following a literature review of survey development and distribution.  The survey 

contained a total of forty-four questions on both sides of 11” x 17” paper.  The paper 

was folded accordion style (also called the Z-fold) to a dimension of 4 ¼” x 11”.  The 
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survey was divided into seven separate sections. The first section comprised the front 

page with a foreword and an entry form for a prize drawing.  As an incentive to return 

completed surveys, respondents could be entered into a drawing to win one of five $20 

bills.  The six remaining sections consisted of General Information, Local Bus Travel 

Characteristics, Possible Transit Improvements, What’s Important to You?, A Little 

information About You, and Working in Downtown.  A brief explanation of each of the 

sections and their purpose is outlined in the paragraphs that follow. 

The General Information section asked basic questions about commuting 

patterns, experience with riding the bus in Nashville, and overall experience with mass 

transit.  Conforming to optimal survey design, this section was placed after the 

introduction due to the relatively objective nature of the questions and their clear 

relationship to the subject matter (Rea 1997). 

The Local Bus Travel Characteristics section asked questions regarding specific 

attributes of existing bus service in Nashville to assess the perception of various 

components of existing bus service and how each of these components affects 

willingness to ride the bus.  The answers provided a baseline indicator of current bus 

service perceptions.  

The fourth section, Possible Transit Improvements, asked respondents to 

indicate the level of increased willingness to ride based on various potential 

improvements to the service.  These improvements included both conventional bus 

service enhancements and enhancements that are considered more BRT-like.  Because 

“increased willingness to ride” was the parameter being measured, a scale of 0 to 3 was 

used where 0 equaled “would not increase at all”, and 1 through 3 measured the 
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increment of increase in willingness.  This section was the primary indicator to identify 

enhancements that would have the greatest impact on increasing the respondents’ 

willingness to ride. 

The fifth section, What’s Important to You?, was designed as a cross-checking 

section for the Possible Transit Improvements questions.  The same transit 

improvements were identified; however, transit attributes were grouped, and 

respondents were asked to rank them by importance from 1 through 5, using each rank 

number only once, within each grouping.  This allowed further measurement of the 

importance of individual features as perceived by respondents. 

Demographic information was obtained in the sixth section, A Little Information 

About You.  This was designed primarily to compare the survey sample to recent 

census data, specifically to determine if the respondents were a representative sample of 

the general population in Nashville.  The sensitive nature of this section required that it 

be placed near the end of the survey for two reasons.  First, if there was a negative 

reaction to the request for this information, and the respondents decided to terminate the 

questionnaire, all previously answered questions might still be usable.  Second, once a 

rapport is established between the respondent and the survey, the respondent may be 

more likely to answer the questions (Rea 1997). 

Finally, the last section, Working in Downtown, was unrelated to the purposes 

of this research but was included for use by the Nashville Chamber of Commerce and 

the Nashville Downtown Partnership in gauging attitudes of satisfaction with downtown 

as a workplace. 
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A pilot study was completed on the survey approximately five weeks prior to its 

distribution.  As a result, several modifications were made to the survey, including the 

removal of some routing questions, the addition of the demographic section, and the re-

wording of several sections and instructions.  More information on the pilot study and 

some resulting changes are discussed in Chapter 4 of this report, Analysis of the Data. 

Data Collection 

The geographic area under study was the downtown central business district.  

Any businesses located outside of the CBD were excluded.  The surveys were delivered 

to the downtown workplaces via two methods.  First, large employers were solicited to 

include the survey with their interoffice mail.  Second, the Nashville Downtown 

Partnership, a division of the Nashville Chamber of Commerce, provided “runners” to 

deliver and collect the surveys from smaller businesses within the CBD. 

Contact with the larger businesses that have a relationship with the Nashville 

Chamber or Nashville Downtown Partnership was made via e-mail or telephone to the 

respective Real-estate Management Offices (RMO).  Businesses that expressed an 

interest in the survey were identified and later contacted by staff at the MPO to make 

arrangements for survey delivery and pick-up.  One method of survey delivery was 

used; however, due to varying RMO management procedures, two methods of return 

were established.  First, all surveys were brought to the RMO for each office building, 

who then forwarded the surveys via interoffice mail with a cover letter (see Appendix 2) 

to all offices within the building.  In most instances, the surveys were returned to the 

RMO via interoffice mail. A second method of survey return included collection boxes 

placed throughout the lobby of the building.  The surveys were distributed to the 
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workers over a two-week period from July 15 to July 26, 2002.  Survey returns were 

allowed at any time during this period. 

As evident from the above description of the survey distribution method, this 

survey was not based on a random sample.  A total of 3,000 surveys were distributed.  

Based on other surveys conducted within the area, and because of the raffle incentive, a 

minimum response rate of approximately 15% was expected, which would have 

provided for 450 completed and returned surveys.  In actuality, 399 surveys were 

returned, or 13.3%.  Although this was somewhat short of the goal, it was still sufficient 

to ensure statistical validity at a confidence level of 95% with a confidence interval of 

+/- 5% (Sheskin 1985).  The surveys were collected by MPO staff and the survey data 

were compiled and entered into a database for analysis using the statistical program 

SPSS. 

Data Analysis 

The data obtained through the survey are primarily categorical in nature.  As a 

result, nonparametric statistical procedures were applied to test the working hypothesis 

and to undertake additional exploratory data analyses.  Specific tests of association used 

were Chi-squared contingency table analyses and rank-order correlation analyses such 

as Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test and Spearman’s Rho.   

The main hypotheses were considered correct if the results showed a high 

correlation between willingness to ride and the specific BRT feature of a physically 

separated right of way.  Additionally, the following BRT-type components were 

expected to show a significant increase in willingness to ride: fully protected stations 

that require payment verification prior to entry; bus boarding and exiting through 
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multiple doors; route information that is easily viewed while riding the bus; route 

information that is posted at all stops; stops with name plates that are clearly visible 

from within the bus; and stations providing services such as small convenience shops or 

dry cleaning.  The details of the analysis and the scores required to prove or disprove 

the hypothesis are described in Chapter 4 of this study. 
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Chapter 4 

Analysis of the Data 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, the sub-problems were largely based upon literature 

research and were used to facilitate the creation of the survey.  As such, the focus of this 

chapter is on the survey and resulting data.  The sections that follow will cover the 

pilot-test, demographic information, question categories, and the results.  Chapter 5, 

Summary and Conclusions, provides an overview of what the findings indicate and 

suggests further research opportunities. 

Pilot Test 

Prior to the distribution, collection, and analysis of the survey, a draft survey 

was developed (see Appendix 3) and a pilot-test conducted.  The test survey was given 

to 50 respondents under similar survey conditions as the final product.  The pilot survey 

was distributed to employees of the Nashville Chamber of Commerce via inter-office 

mail.  The Chamber of Commerce employees were located in the CBD and were 

unaware that the survey was for testing purposes.  The surveys were distributed on 

Monday, June 3rd, 2002 and respondents were allowed one week to complete and 

return the survey.  The response rate was 80% with 40 surveys returned.  This was 

much higher than expected and believed to be a result of the Chamber’s overall mission 

and high level of participation and support for downtown research and activities. 

 Several modifications were made to the survey as a result of the pilot process. 

Comparing the final survey in Appendix 1 with the pilot version in Appendix 3 reveals 

these changes.  The pilot-test process enabled a thorough examination of the survey 

form and allowed necessary changes prior to full distribution.  Many of the changes 
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were significant, including the removal of an entire section, and lead to an improved 

final product. 

Demographic Information 

As was stated earlier, the data collection process for the actual survey was not 

randomized and therefore may not be a representative sample of workers in the CBD.  It 

is difficult to determine just how representative the survey data may be due to the lack 

of external demographic information that is specifically for workers within the CBD of 

Nashville.  However, to provide an overview of the survey sample, the demographic 

data has been compared to general census data for Davidson County and the state of 

Tennessee (see Tables 6 & 7).  Comparing the sample data to the entire state may seem 

too broad an approach, however, because workers in the CBD come from many 

outlying counties (beyond Davidson), it was determined that a statewide comparison is 

appropriate. 

 
Table 6 - Comparison of Demographic Gender Data with 2000 Census Figures 
Gender 
Demographic 
Data 

Davidson 
County Survey 
Respondents 
Only 
 
 
n = 236 

2000 Census:  
Davidson 
County 
Population 
 
Age 18 - 64 
 
n = 380,000 

All Survey 
Respondents 
 
 
 
 
 
n = 336 

2000 Census:  
Tennessee  
Population 
 
 
Age 18 - 65 
 
n  = 3,631,780 

Male 38.1% 49.2% 33.9% 48.7% 
Female 61.9% 50.7% 66.1% 51.3% 

Census data extrapolated from Detailed Tables of 2000 Census for Geographic Area of Tennessee , and 
Davidson County, Tennessee. 
 

In order to provide census figures that are more representative of CBD workers, 

the population figures for gender and race were adjusted to include only those between 
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the general working ages of 18 and 65.  By necessity, the ages of 18 thru 64 were used 

for the race and Davidson County comparisons due to the grouping of ages by the 

census.  The Pearson’s chi-square analysis was performed to examine whether the 

survey data were significantly different from the census population.  As Tables 6 and 7 

illustrate, it is clear by comparing percentages that the survey population does not align 

with either the state or county census figures.  The chi-square analysis confirms this 

(see Appendix 6) and shows that a statistically significant difference does exist within a 

95% confidence interval. 

 
Table 7 - Comparison of Demographic Race Data with 2000 Census Figures 
Race 
Demographic 
Data 

Davidson 
County 
Survey 
Respondents 
Only 
 
 
 
n = 229 

2000 Census: 
Davidson 
County  -  
One Race  
 
Population 
Age 18 - 64 
 
n = 373,707 

All Survey 
Respondents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
n = 323 

2000 Census:  
Tennessee - 
One Race 
 
 
Population 
Age 18 - 64 
 
n  = 3,555,194 

White Persons 77.3% 69.7% 81.4% 81.7% 
Black Persons 17.5% 24.8% 13.6% 15.8% 
All Other Persons 05.2% 05.5% 05.0% 2.5% 

Census data extrapolated from Detailed Tables of 2000 Census for Geographic Area of Tennessee , and 
Davidson County, Tennessee. 
 

 It is important to note that the census figures for race are based on the portion of 

the population that indicated one race only.  When the data for the most recent census 

were collected, the option to select more than one race was provided.  In Tennessee 

there were 66,742 people who indicated more than one race.  The calculations used in 

accounting for the multiple race population are somewhat complex and beyond the 

scope of this research effort.  The one-race population figure provides sufficient insight 
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into the survey population to determine statistical significance; in this case, because the 

survey sample is not representative, the inclusion of multiple race populations would 

have had no impact.  

 In addition to race and gender, the survey sample was also compared with data 

from the Census Transportation Planning Package, known as CTPP 2000, to better 

understand some of the transportation characteristics of the population.  These figures 

were not adjusted by age.  The information is displayed in Table 8 and indicates that 

overall the survey population does not match up very well with either the state or 

county transportation census data.  The one exception is for vehicle availability, 

wherein the chi-square test (see Appendix 7) shows that for Davidson county, there was 

not a statistically significant difference between the census and survey data.  All other 

chi results showed a statistically significant difference at a 95% confidence interval.  

This further illustrates that the survey popula tion does not appear to be a representative 

sample. 

The Question Categories 

Before an in-depth analysis of the results can be presented, it is necessary to 

identify which survey questions apply to BRT-type features versus standard bus service 

features.  Accordingly, the questions within the Possible Transit Improvement portion 

of the survey have been compared with Tables 3 and 5 to determine their relationship to 

conventional bus or BRT-type service.  Those questions with components that tend to 

be associated with general bus improvements have been placed in a conventional bus 

category, while the remaining questions that tend to be associated with rapid transit 

have been placed in the BRT category.  The results are shown in Table 9.  It is 
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Table 8 - Comparison of Demographic Data with CTPP 2000 Figures* 
Survey  
Demographic 
Data 

Davidson 
County 
Survey 
Respondents 
Only 
 
(%) 

2000 
Census:  
Davidson 
County 
 
 
(%) 

All Survey 
Respondents 
 
 
 
 
(%) 

2000 Census:  
Tennessee  
 
 
 
 
(%) 

Travel to work : n = 143 n = 275,076 n = 394 n = 2,531,885 
  Bicycle 1.3 2.5 .8 1.6 
  Bus 15.4 1.8 10.4 .8 
  Carpool 6.0 13.3 6.1 12.5 
  Drive Alone 72.6 78.6 79.2 81.7 
     
Travel time 
to work: 

n = 144 n = 277,113 n = 394 n = 2,550,906 

  0-10 minutes 13.6 10.6 9.6 13.0 
  10-20 minutes 30.1 32.6 22.3 32.3 
  20 - 30 minutes 36.0 27.2 31.5 22.2 
  >30 minutes 20.3 29.5 36.6 35.3 
     
Vehicles 
Available: 

n = 148 n = 237,432 n = 398 n = 2,234,229 

  0 Automobiles 13.1 8.6 8.3 7.6 
  1 Automobile 39.0 40.3 36.7 32.2 
  2 Automobiles 36.0 37.2 39.9 40.0 
  >2 Automobiles 11.9 14.0 15.1 20.2 
       
Members in 
household 

n = 86 n = 237,432 n = 335 n = 2,234,229 

  1 18.7 33.4 16.7 25.8 
  2 36.2 32.9 37.0 34.2 
  3 - 4 40.0 26.5 40.3 31.9 
  > 4 5.1 7.3 6.0 8.2 
     

Census data extrapolated from Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP 2000) for Geographic 
Areas of Davidson County, Tennessee, and Tennessee only. 
* The 2000 census information used above does not correlate precisely with all of the questions from the 

Nashville survey, however, an attempt was made to organize the data in a meaningful fashion.  As an 
example, the 2000 census refers to vehicle availability, whereas the Nashville survey refers to 
automobile ownership.   
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important to note here that due to the broad definition of BRT, many of these 

components could fall into either category.  For purposes of this research, subjective 

decisions were made regarding category assignment.  As stated earlier, a secondary  

 
Table 9 - Possible Transit Improvement Questions Categorized by BRT or Bus 

Conventional Bus Improvements 
 

BRT-Type Improvements 

Q20. If buses were modern, quiet, and 
clean powered? 

Q23. If some bus stations provided 
services such as small convenience 
shops or dry cleaning? 
 

Q21. If all bus stops provided shelters 
with protection from the weather? 
 

Q24. If route map and fare information 
were shown at every stop? 

Q22. If each bus stop showed the 
expected time of arrival for the next 
bus, and this was updated every 
minute (Real-time travel 
information)? 
 

Q25. If each bus had its route and stop 
information displayed on the bus? 

Q28. If bicycle lock-up facilities were 
provided at all stops or bicycles 
could be carried by the bus? 
 

Q26. If each bus stop was named and 
had a sign of that name that was 
visible from the bus? 

Q29. If there were fewer stops along the 
main routes and bus always stopped 
at each so that you would not have 
to request the bus to stop? 
 

Q27. If all bus stops were fully enclosed 
and payment was required to enter 
the bus stop rather than paying as 
you boarded the bus? 

Q31. If you could get on and off the bus 
without climbing steps? 

Q30. If the bus had its own lane that was 
physically separated from and not 
affected by automobile traffic? 
 

  Q32. If you could get on and off the bus 
through multiple doorways? 
 

 

objective of this research project was to prompt discussion of the BRT concept, 

specifically to determine which components should be included within the definition of 

BRT.  A short explanation of the decision-making process follows.  
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Conventiona l Bus Improvements category: 

• Question 20 (modern, quiet, and clean powered buses) - New bus technology 

can be implemented regardless of the system.  Many bus transit operators 

continue to upgrade their vehicles as new designs are available. 

• Question 21 (all bus stops provide shelter/protection from weather) - This could 

be considered a rapid transit or conventional bus attribute.  This was assigned to 

the conventional bus improvement category because in most cases it would 

significantly improve conventional bus amenities but only minimally improve 

rapid transit amenities.  Generally, rapid transit shelters and stations are 

considered more substantial and comfortable than those associated with local 

bus service. 

• Question 22 (real-time travel information) - This also could be considered a 

rapid transit or conventional bus improvement; however, as with new bus 

designs, vehicle location information and real-time travel technology have been 

implemented by bus transit operators as the technology has become available.  

This technology could also have a greater positive impact on buses that must 

travel with the general flow of traffic. 

• Question 28 (bicycle lock-up or bicycles on bus) - Bicycle lock-up facilities are 

generally already provided at many rapid transit facilities; therefore, extending 

this benefit to conventional bus systems seems appropriate.  In addition, some 

bus systems already provide bicycle carrying capabilities and have therefore 

proven this as an improvement option. 
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• Question 29 (fewer stops along main routes with automatic stop) - Rapid transit 

generally has fewer stops by design.  Providing express routes on main bus 

routes has generally been considered an improvement to service for standard bus 

systems. 

• Question 31 (board/alight without climbing steps) - Low floor bus technology 

has been implemented by many conventional bus systems to improve access and 

decrease boarding times. 

The following section discusses those items that this researcher feels are more 

appropriately associated with rapid transit and therefore should be included in the BRT 

category.  A brief explanation for each of the questions follows. 

BRT-type Improvements Category 

• Question 23 (some bus stations provide services/convenience shops) - Generally 

transit stops are more substantial in structure and design than conventional bus 

stations/shelters and could more easily accommodate additional services.  The 

permanent nature of rapid transit stations and the perception of heavy foot traffic 

also would be more likely to attract businesses that provide convenience 

services. 

• Question 24 (route map/fare information shown at every stop) - Although many 

conventional bus systems do provide route information at a significant portion 

of their stops, generally this information is specific to the individual route.  In 

contrast, rapid transit route displays often include all routes of the system.  This 

type of information therefore seems more appropriately applied to rapid transit. 
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• Question 25 (each bus had its route/stop information displayed inside bus) - The 

complex nature of many conventional bus routes and the movement of buses 

from one route to another throughout the day makes the above type of displays 

extremely difficult.  On board route pictographs and information are generally 

associated with rapid transit. 

• Question 26 (each stop named with that name visible from the bus) - The 

multitude of most conventional bus system stops would likely preclude naming 

and signage.  This is more appropriate for limited stop service such as rapid 

transit. 

• Question 27 (all stops fully enclosed with payment required for entry) - This is 

generally an attribute that exists for most heavy rail transit systems and therefore 

would seem to fit best under the rapid transit category.   

• Question 30 (bus had its own, physically separated lane) - One of the items that 

has the greatest impact on service is right of way.  A fully separated right of way 

allows for optimal speed performance and therefore would tend to be associated 

with rapid transit. 

• Question 32 (could board/exit the bus through multiple doorways) - This feature 

could generally only be provided if payment was collected prior to boarding 

which tends to be a rapid transit component versus conventional bus service. 

As was mentioned earlier, many, if not most, of the attributes listed above could fall 

into either category.  These groupings are not meant to be all encompassing, nor to be 

interpreted as required elements of a BRT system.  For purposes of this research effort, 

questions were placed into differing categories for simplification of analysis. 
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The Primary Hypothesis  

 The primary hypotheses of this research effort are that workers in the downtown 

Nashville area will express a higher willingness to ride the bus if a physically separated 

right of way was available.  To measure “increase in willingness,” a section of the 

survey specifically addressed potential changes to service attributes and asked 

respondents to rate the impact of the proposed features on their “increase in willingness 

to ride.”  The results for these questions are shown in Table 10.  The data show that the 

two questions with the highest percentage score for increase “very much” are the 

busway (53.5%) and real-time travel information (52.3%).  The next highest scores are 

route map and fare information at every stop (46.4%) and if each stop was named and 

that name was visible from the bus (45.7%).  These results are preliminary indicators of 

what the statistical analysis will show in the following paragraphs.  

For the purposes of proving or disproving this hypothesis, the Wilcoxon Signed 

Rank Test was applied to survey question 30.  The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is a 

non-parametric test used to look for statistical significance between two variables from 

the same subjects, or, in this case, survey respondents (Field 2000).  Non-parametric 

tests were used throughout the analysis due to the categorical and non-normal nature of 

the data. 

 Question 30 was listed under the Possible Transit Improvements section and 

asked respondents to rate their “increase in willingness to ride” on a scale of 0-3 where 

0 was no increase and 1 thru 3 were very little, moderately, or very much, respectively. 

Question 30 pertains specifically to the bus having its own lane that is physically 

separated from and not affected by automobile traffic.  The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test 
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Table 10 - Possible Transit Improvements - Results 
 Total Percent of Responses for 

Each Possible Score* 
     
Question 0 1 2 3 
Q20.  If buses were modern, quiet, and clean powered? 
 

13.2 19.1 31.8 35.9 

Q21.  If all bus stops provided shelters with protection from the 
weather? 

 

12.7 13.7 29.1 44.6 

Q22.  If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the 
next bus,   and this was updated every minute (Real-time 
travel information)? 

 

8.9 11.4 27.4 52.3 

Q23.  If some bus stations provided services such as small 
convenience shops or dry cleaning? 

 

28.1 28.6 19.6 23.7 

Q24.  If route map and fare information were shown at every stop? 
 

10.9 12.7 29.9 46.4 

Q25.  If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on 
the bus? 

 

9.6 15.4 30.4 44.6 

Q26.  If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that 
was visible from the bus? 

 

12.8 14.8 26.8 45.7 

Q27.  If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was 
required to enter the bus stop rather than paying as you 
boarded the bus? 

 

22.1 20.6 26.5 30.8 

Q28.  If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or 
bicycles could be carried by the bus? 

 

44.3 24.5 16.0 15.2 

Q29.  If there were fewer stops along the main routes and bus 
always stopped at each so that you would not have to 
request the bus to stop? 

 

29.6 22.9 26.7 20.8 

Q30.  If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated 
from and not affected by automobile traffic? 

 

13.8 12.8 19.9 53.5 

Q31.  If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? 
 

52.3 26.4 10.0 11.3 

Q32.  If you could get on and off the bus through multiple 
doorways? 

 

29.9 24.6 25.9 19.5 

*Score Variables are:  0 - Not At All;  1 - Increase Very Little;  2 - Increase Moderately;  3 - Increase Very Much 
 

was therefore used to compare the responses from this question to responses for each of 

the other potential improvement questions (questions 20 thru 32).  The Wilcoxon test 

indicates if the differences between the scores are significant.  The hypothesis was 
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considered confirmed if the question 30 results showed a statistically significant result 

for over 50% of all other bus improvement options.  The results of the Wilcoxon test are 

shown in Table 11.   

 
Table 11 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Comparing Question 30 with Questions 20 - 32. 
Questions Compared with Question 30 
(If the bus had its own lane that was physically 
separated from and not affected by automobile 
traffic.) 
 

Wilcoxon Significance 
Result (2-tailed test) 
 
A score lower than .05 is 
considered significant 

Direction of 
Significance 
 
(Busway or Other 
Variable) 

Q20.  If buses were modern, quiet, and clean 
powered? 

.000 Busway 

Q21.  If all bus stops provided shelters with 
protection from the weather? 

.140 No Significance 

Q22.  If each bus stop showed the expected time 
of arrival for the next bus, and this was 
updated every minute (real-time travel 
information)? 

.033 Real-Time Travel 
Information 

Q23.  If some bus stations provided services such 
as small convenience shops or dry 
cleaning? 

.000 Busway 

Q24.  If route map and fare information were 
shown at every bus stop? 

.830 No Significance 

Q25.  If each bus had its route and stop 
information displayed on the bus? 

.609 No Significance 

Q26.  If each bus stop was named and had a sign 
of that name that was visible from the bus? 

.149 No Significance 

Q27.  If all bus stops were fully enclosed and 
payment was required to enter the bus stop, 
rather than paying as you boarded the bus? 

.000 Busway 

Q28.  If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at 
all stops or bicycles could be carried by the 
bus? 

.000 Busway 

Q29.  If there were fewer stops along the main 
routes and the bus always stopped at each 
so that you would not have to request the 
bus to stop? 

.000 Busway 

Q31.  If you could get on and off the bus without 
climbing steps? 

.000 Busway 

Q32.  If you could get on and off the bus through 
multiple doorways? 

.000 Busway 

Data extrapolated from statistical tables in Appendix 5. 
  

The first column of the table indicates the question number and related 

component that was compared with question 30 (busway).  The second column 
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indicates whether there was a statistically significant result at a confidence level of 95% 

with a confidence interval of +/- 5%.  Because the test was two tailed, a third column is 

listed which shows the direction of significance, that is, whether the busway (question 

30) result was higher or lower than the related component. 

As shown in Table 11, the busway question does indicate a higher  

willingness to ride for seven of the twelve (58%) possible transit improvements. 

Accordingly, this confirms the primary hypothesis.  When individually compared to 

modern buses, stations with convenience services, fully enclosed stations, bicycle 

facilities, fewer stops, level boarding, and boarding/alighting through multiple doors, 

the busway does show a statistically significant increase in willingness to ride. 

 
Table 12 - Wilcoxon Significance for Busway and Conventional Bus Questions 
Conventional Bus Improvement Questions  
 

Direction of Significance  
 
(Busway or Other Variable) 

Q20.  If buses were modern, quiet, and clean powered? 
 

Busway 

Q21.  If all bus stops provided shelters with protection from 
the weather? 

 

No Significance 

Q22.  If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for 
the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-
time travel information)? 

 

Real-Time Travel 
Information 

Q28.  If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops 
or bicycles could be carried by the bus? 

 

Busway 

Q29.  If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the 
bus always stopped at each so that you would not have 
to request the bus to stop? 

 

Busway 

Q31.  If you could get on and off the bus without climbing 
steps? 

Busway 
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 In addition, when compared to the conventional bus improvement questions, the 

busway is significant in four out of six questions (see Table 12) or roughly 66%.  This 

indicates a high level of importance and preference over general bus improvements.  

Further, when the busway was compared with BRT-type components (see Table 13), it  

was only significant in three out of the six questions.  This could represent additional 

support for the idea that the busway has a greater impact on increasing willingness to 

ride than do conventional bus improvements. 

 
Table 13 - Wilcoxon Significance for Busway and BRT-type Improvement Questions 
BRT-type Improvement Questions  
 
 

Direction of Significance  
 
(Busway or Other Variable) 

Q23.  If some bus stations provided services such as small 
convenience shops or dry cleaning? 

Busway 

Q24.  If route map and fare information were shown at every 
bus stop? 

No Significance 

Q25.  If each bus had its route and stop information displayed 
on the bus? 

No Significance 

Q26.  If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name 
that was visible from the bus? 

No Significance 

Q27.  If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was 
required to enter the bus stop, rather than paying as you 
boarded the bus? 

Busway 

Q32.  If you could get on and off the bus through multiple 
doorways? 

Busway 

  
 

The Secondary Hypothesis 

 The secondary hypothesis of the research project was that workers in the 

downtown Nashville Metropolitan area would express a higher willingness to ride the 

bus if the following modifications were made to the system: 

• Fully protected stations that require payment verification prior to entry; 

• Bus boarding and exiting through multiple doors; 
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• Route information that is easily viewed while riding the bus; 

• Route information that is posted at all stops; 

• Clearly marked stops with signs visible from the bus; 

• Services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning provided at the 

stations. 

 Similar to the primary hypothesis, the secondary hypothesis is considered 

correct if each of the previously mentioned modifications were to have a statis tically 

significant result (at a confidence level of 95% with a confidence interval of +/- 5%) for 

over 50% of the conventional bus improvement options.  Again the Wilcoxon Signed 

Rank test was utilized and the detailed results are shown in Appendix 8.  A summary of 

the findings is listed in Table 14.  The first column indicates the secondary hypothesis 

question that was compared with each of the conventional bus improvement questions.  

The second column shows which questions showed statistical significance in favor of 

the hypothesis questions.  The third column also identifies those questions that had a 

significant difference, but the direction of significance was in favor of the conventional 

bus improvement rather than the BRT component.  Finally, the last column indicates 

those questions that had no significant difference. 

A review of Table 14 shows that three of the BRT questions are more significant 

than 50% of the conventional bus improvements, thusly indicating their importance; 

however, since all of the BRT questions did not prove significant, the overall secondary 

hypothesis is refuted.  Still, there are very many interesting conclusions that can be 

drawn from these results.  For example, one of the first items to stand out is that 

question 22, real-time travel information, had a higher impact on increasing willingness  
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Table 14 - Wilcoxon Significance for Secondary Hypothesis Questions 
Secondary 
Hypothesis 
Question 
 

Conventional Bus 
Improvement Questions that 
showed a significant 
difference in favor of 
Secondary Hypothesis 
 

Conventional Bus 
Improvement Questions 
that showed a significant 
difference in favor of  
Bus Improvements 
 

Questions that showed 
no significant difference. 

Q23.   
If some bus stations 
provided services 
such as small 
convenience shops 
or dry cleaning? 
 

Q28. Bicycle facilities 
         [n = 385;  p = .000] 
Q31 - Level boarding 
         [n = 387; p = .000] 

Q20 - Modern Buses  
         [n = 390; p = .000] 
Q21 - All Stops Shelters 
         [n = 392; p = .000] 
Q22 - Real-Time Info 
         [n = 391; p = .000] 

Q29 - Fewer Stops 
         [n = 386; p = .916] 

Q24. 
If route map and 
fare information 
were shown at every 
bus stop? 
 

Q20 - Modern Buses 
         [n = 392; p = .000] 
Q28 - Bicycle facilities 
         [n = 387; p = .000] 
Q29 - Fewer Stops 
         [n = 388; p = .000] 
Q31 - Level boarding 
         [n = 389; p = .000] 
 

Q22 - Real-Time Info 
         [n = 393; p = .001] 

Q21 - All Stops Shelters 
         [n = 394; p = .133] 

Q25. 
If each bus had its 
route and stop 
information 
displayed on the 
bus? 
 

Q20 - Modern Buses 
         [n = 393; p = .000] 
Q28 - Bicycle facilities 
         [n = 388; p = .000] 
Q29 - Fewer Stops 
         [n = 389; p = .000] 
Q31 - Level boarding 
         [n = 390; p = .000] 
 

Q22 - Real-Time Info 
         [n = 394; p = .000] 

Q21 - All Stops Shelters 
         [n = 395; p = .361] 

Q26. 
If each bus stop was 
named and had a 
sign of that name 
that was visible 
from the bus? 
 

Q20 - Modern Buses 
         [n = 390; p = .003] 
Q28 - Bicycle facilities 
         [n = 386; p = .000] 
Q29 - Fewer Stops 
         [n = 387; p = .000] 
Q31 - Level boarding 
         [n = 388; p = .000] 
 

Q22 - Real-Time Info 
         [n = 391; p = .000] 

Q21 - All Stops Shelters 
         [n = 392; p = .951] 

Q27. 
If all bus stops were 
fully enclosed and 
payment was 
required to enter the 
bus stop, rather than 
paying as you 
boarded the bus? 
 

Q28 - Bicycle facilities 
         [n = 387; p = .000] 
Q29 - Fewer Stops 
         [n = 388; p = .000] 
Q31 - Level boarding 
         [n = 389; p = .000] 

Q20 - Modern Buses 
         [n = 391; p = .000] 
Q21 - All Stops Shelters 
         [n = 393; p = .000] 
Q22 - Real-Time Info 
         [n = 392; p = .000] 

 

Q32. 
If you could get on 
and off the bus 
through multiple 
doorways? 

Q28 - Bicycle facilities 
         [n = 388; p = .000] 
Q31 - Level boarding 
         [n = 390; p = .000] 

Q20 - Modern Buses 
         [n = 392; p = .000] 
Q21 - All Stops Shelters 
         [n = 394; p = .000] 
Q22 - Real-Time Info 
         [n = 393; p = .000] 

Q29 - Fewer Stops 
         [n = 388; p = .424] 
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to ride than all of the BRT-type improvements, including question 30 (busway).  This 

clearly indicates a strong preference by respondents for the availability of updated, real-

time travel information.  Additionally, it can be seen that both questions 28 and 30, 

bicycle facilities and level boarding, respectively, had the least impact when compared 

with the BRT-type features.  This would suggest that these items have a very low 

likelihood of increasing willingness to ride. 

 Viewing the results another way, it can be interpreted that the BRT-type 

enhancements considered by questions 24, 25, and 26 have the greatest positive impact 

on increasing willingness to ride (excluding question 30 - busway).  In addition, the 

enhancements in question showed a significant difference for 66% (4 of 6) of the 

conventional bus improvement questions.  In fact, the scores for conventional bus 

improvement questions are the same as those for the busway (question 30).  In other 

words, questions 24, 25, 26, and 30 showed a significant difference for the exact same 

bus improvement questions, indicating that these four questions are similar in their 

impact upon increased willingness to ride.  This is confirmed when questions 24, 25, 

and 26 are compared with Question 30 using the Wilcoxon test, for there are no 

significant differences in either direction (see Table 11). 

 Despite the secondary hypothesis not being proven correct, a greater number of 

the BRT-type components had a strong impact on increasing willingness to ride than 

did the conventional bus upgrades.  In particular, the following components had the 

most significant impact:  the busway; if route map and fare information were shown at 

every stop; if each bus displayed its route and stop information; and if each bus stop 

was named and that name was visible from the bus.  The most surprising finding was 
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that real-time travel information, considered a conventional bus improvement, appeared 

to have the most statistically significant impact on increasing willingness to ride. 

 Before concluding this discussion regarding the hypotheses, the level of 

importance as indicated by the rankings in the What’s Important to You? portion of the 

survey must also be considered.  In this section, the same transit improvements were 

identified as in questions 20 through 32; however, the attributes were grouped, and 

respondents were asked to rank them by importance from 1 through 5, using each rank 

number only once within each grouping.  A score of 1 is considered most important and 

5 least important.  Bar charts indicating the percent results for each question are in 

Appendix 9.  While the bar charts present an idea of the rankings assigned to each 

question, they do not provide an overall ranking of the individual questions. 

There are two methods by which to measure the rankings.  The first involves 

comparing the five questions within each grouping and selecting the highest percentage 

score (1 thru 5) for each.  This method provides an accurate way of assessing which 

questions scored the most ones, twos, threes, etc.  The results are shown in Table 15. 

 
Table 15 - Ranking Results - Travel Grouping by Each Individual Ranking Score 
Question Rank Highest Scoring 

Percent  
Modern buses, quiet, and clean powered 1 37.6% 
Physically separate bus lane, not affected by automobile 

traffic  
2 26.7 

Fewer stops along main routes and bus always stops at each 3 27.0% 
Route and stop information displayed on each bus 4 26.4% 
Bus stop names that are visible from the bus 5 32.9% 
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An alternative method of determining the rank for each of the questions is to 

simply look at the most important score (1) and then rank the questions in order of the 

highest percent given for that score (see Table 16).   As can be seen, the results are 

similar; however, the ranks for the 3rd and 4th position have switched using the 

alternate method.  In addition, the scoring percents show a much wider distribution: 

37.6% to 7.1% as compared with 37.6% to 26.4% for the first approach. 

 
Table 16 - Ranking Results - Travel Grouping by the “Most Important” Score Only 
Question Rank Scoring Percent  
Modern buses, quiet, and clean powered 1 37.6% 
Physically separate bus lane, not affected by automobile 
traffic  

2 31.7 

Route and stop information displayed on each bus 3 15.8% 
Fewer stops along main routes and bus always stops at each 4 07.8% 
Bus stop names that are visible from the bus 5 07.1% 

 

Because the alternate method only determines rank based on the “most important” 

score, it was deemed more appropriate to determine a rank for each score thereby 

providing a ranking for each attribute within the group.   The analyses are therefore 

based on the first method.  Tables 17 and 18 show the results for the additional question 

groupings. 

   
Table 17 - Ranking Results - Bus Stop Grouping by Each Individual Ranking Score 
Question Rank Scoring 

Percent  
All bus stops provide protection from the weather 1 37.9% 
Real-time travel information at each stop 2 39.1% 
Route map and fare information shown at every stop 3 29.2% 
Fully enclosed stops with payment required for entry rather than at 
boarding 

4 40.4% 

Some stations provide services such as small convenience shops 5 67.1% 
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Table 18 - Ranking Results - Boarding and Other Grouping* by Each Individual 
Ranking Score 

Question Rank Scoring 
Percent  

Get on and off the bus through multiple doorways 1 61.9% 
Get on and off the bus without climbing steps 2 45.4% 
Bicycles carried by the bus 3 39.0% 
Bicycles carried by the bus 4 35.6% 
The Boarding and Other results were based on a ranking of 1-4 

 

Results from each table show that the highest-ranking component for each 

grouping is not a BRT-type component.  The significance of this, however, is somewhat 

questionable.  Components were grouped based on a logical similarity, however, in so 

doing, a bias may have been introduced.  Questions related to travel performance were 

placed in one group, while factors related to stops were placed in another.  Due to the 

indistinct nature of some of the attributes, there may be some overlap.  For example, 

question 26, regarding the placement of bus stop names at all stops, was included in the 

travel grouping; however, it could be argued that since this deals with a bus stop 

attribute, it should have been placed into the bus stop group.  In addition, each grouping 

did not have an equal number of both BRT-type components and Conventional Bus 

components.  In fact, the last grouping on the questionnaire, Boarding and Other, 

contained only one BRT-type component.  Further, question 28, regarding bicycle 

facilities, was broken into two separate questions within this grouping to determine if 

any difference in perception existed between bicycle lock-up facilities and bicycles 

being carried by the bus.  Therefore, while the rankings do provide some additional 

insight toward respondents’ stated perception, other factors may be affecting the 

outcome. 
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The highest ranks for each grouping are:  modern buses; all stops provide 

protection from the weather; and getting on and off the bus through multiple doors.  It is 

interesting that none of the number one ranked questions from the groupings match up 

with the top most significant questions (22, 24-26, and 30) as determined from the 

earlier analysis.  Even if the top two rankings are considered from each group, the 

number of match-ups only jumps to two and those components are real- time travel 

information and the physically separated busway.  This does lend support to the 

importance of a busway and real-time travel information but does not comport with the 

remaining questions.  One component in particular that stands out from these results is 

question 21, all bus stops provide protection from the weather.  This factor was ranked 

number one even though it was in the same grouping as real-time travel information and 

route map/fare information at every stop, both of which had indicated a significant 

impact on willingness to ride.  This may indicate a sixth variable of high importance for 

increasing willingness to ride. 

It is this researcher’s estimation that the differing ranking results are due to the 

limited number of components per group, the disproportionate representation of BRT 

and Conventional Bus improvements per group, and the possible overlap of components 

between groups.  If respondents had the opportunity to rank all items from 1 through 12, 

a different outcome may have resulted.  As it stands, however, the grouped rankings 

only partially support the busway hypotheses and do not fully confirm the results from 

the Wilcoxon Signed Rank analysis.  This may indicate that more analyses are needed 

or that the ranking questions were biased in some way. 
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Overall, this research and analysis identifies those attributes most significantly 

impacting increased willingness to ride.  The combined results of the Wilcoxon tests 

upon the grouped ranking shows that of the components surveyed, the following have 

the strongest impact on increasing willingness to ride:  real-time travel information; 

busways; route and fare information shown at every stop; route and stop information 

shown on the bus, all bus stops named and visible from the bus; and all stops provide 

protection from the weather. 

Exploratory Analyses 

 In order to provide additional insight about the relationship between various 

factors and the differing transit improvement components, further analysis was 

undertaken using the Spearman’s Rho correlation, for it was determined that the 

Spearman’s correlation analysis would be more appropriate given the size of the data 

set (Field 2000). 

 Spearman’s correlations were calculated comparing the busway with both 

demographic data and travel data.  Table 19 shows the results of the analysis for the 

demographic comparison.  There is a clear relationship for all cases; however, there is a 

stronger correlation with race and gender than income.  It appears from the results that 

more women than men tended to favor the busway, and more minorities than whites 

tended to favor the busway.  In addition, as income level decreased, importance of the 

busway appeared to increase.  It is important to understand when interpreting this last 

result, however, that there were three income ranges: less than $15,000; between 

$15,000 and $40,000; and over $40,000.  As a result, this correlation would tend to be 

weak and the correlation result itself (.046) is close to insignificant. 
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 Table 20 shows the correlation results when comparing busway with various 

travel factors.  Of the three aspects reviewed, only one, mode to work, appeared to show 

statistical significance.  The data appear to show that individuals who drive alone place 

less importance on the busway than do those who utilize other means of transportation 

such as cyclists, bus riders, or carpoolers.  It seems intuitive that distance from work 

would have a relationship with whether or not a busway has an impact on increasing 

willingness; however, as the data show, there is no statistically significant result.  

Further, one might surmise that experience riding on Nashville’s buses would also 

relate to busway preference, but that appears not to be the case.  Of the various items 

reviewed, it is evident that race, gender, and travel mode to work have the strongest 

relationship, either positive or negative, with the busway component.   

 
Table 19 - Spearman’s Rho Correlations for Busway, Gender, Race, and Income 
 

Correlations

1.000 -.136* -.141* -.116*

. .013 .012 .046

391 330 317 297

-.136* 1.000 -.141* -.009
.013 . .011 .882
330 336 322 302

-.141* -.141* 1.000 .269**
.012 .011 . .000
317 322 323 297

-.116* -.009 .269** 1.000
.046 .882 .000 .
297 302 297 303

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

If the bus had its own
lane that was physically
separated from and not
affected by auto traffic?

What is your Gender?

What is your race?

What is your annual
household income?

Spearman's rho

If the bus had
its own lane

that was
physically
separated

from and not
affected by
auto traffic?

What is your
Gender?

What is
your race?

What is your
annual

household
income?

Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).*. 

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 
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Table 20 - Spearman’s Rho Correlations for Busway, Mode to Work, Distance to Work, and 
Bus Riding Experience in Nashville 

 
Correlations

1.000 -.106* .016 .016

. .037 .748 .754

391 386 388 391

-.106* 1.000 -.004 -.250**

.037 . .938 .000
386 394 391 394

.016 -.004 1.000 -.214**

.748 .938 . .000

388 391 396 396

.016 -.250** -.214** 1.000

.754 .000 .000 .
391 394 396 399

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

If the bus had its own
lane that was physically
separated from and not
affected by auto traffic?

How do you typically get
to work?

Approximately how far
do you live from work?

Have you ever ridden
the buses in Nashville?

Spearman's rho

If the bus had
its own lane

that was
physically
separated

from and not
affected by
auto traffic?

How do you
typically get

to work?

Approximately
how far do you

live from
work?

Have you
ever ridden
the buses in
Nashville?

Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).*. 

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).**. 
 

 
 
Perception of Bus Service in Nashville 
 

Before concluding analysis of the survey results it seems appropriate to provide an 

overview of how existing local bus service in Nashville is perceived, particularly in light of 

the fact that this could color how respondents reacted to the survey questions.  Detailed 

frequency data have been provided in Appendix 10 for the Local Bus Travel Characteristics 

portion of the survey; however, a brief summary of the result is listed in Table 21. 

Of all of the responses, the highest level of agreement in terms of service attributes is 

that 91.7% felt that bus travel performance was affected by traffic and congestion.  This 

question could be simply stating the obvious, which accounts for an overwhelmingly high 

score.  It is, however, interesting to note that the second highest score shows that 72% of the 

respondents believed that the buses arrived at their stops on time.  These results are 
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somewhat counter- intuitive and may be worth further analysis.  A quick review of the 

remaining scores show that overall, the perception is that buses are slower than average 

traffic, that it is not difficult to determine the trip cost, that transfers are difficult, that there 

are about the right amount of stops, and that there is some question regarding the ease of 

understanding the routes and planning the trip.  The discussion in the next few paragraphs 

will review and identify those characteristics from this portion of the survey that have the 

greatest affect on willingness to ride. 

 
Table 21 - Perception of Bus Service in Nashville. 
Question Results  
Do buses arrive at their stops on time or within 5 minutes of 
their scheduled time? 
 

No  - 28.0% 
Yes - 72.0% 

Is bus travel performance affected by traffic and congestion? 
 

No  - 08.3% 
Yes - 91.7% 
 

Are buses generally slower, the same speed, or faster than 
average traffic? 
 

Slower - 59.2% 
Same    - 37.8% 
Faster   - 03.0% 
 

Is it easy to determine how much the bus trip will cost? 
 

No  - 35.4% 
Yes - 64.6% 
 

Do you think it is easy to understand the bus routes and plan 
your trip? 
 

No  - 51.4% 
Yes - 48.6% 

Do you think that transferring from one bus route to another is 
easy or difficult? 
 

Difficult - 61.5% 
Easy       - 38.5% 

Do you think bus routes have not enough, the right amount, or 
too many stops? 
 

Not Enough    - 23.7% 
Right Amount - 51.4% 
Too Many        - 24.9% 
 

 
 
The Local Bus Travel Characteristics portion of the survey consists of two-part 

questions.  The first part asked about perception of an existing service attribute, while the 
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second question asked respondents to rank that attribute from 0 - 3 on how much it affected 

their willingness to ride.  A score of 0 indicated no impact on willingness to ride whereas 1 

represented very little and 3, very much.  For this analysis, no differentiation is made as to 

whether or not the attribute had a positive or negative impact on willingness to ride, but 

rather, focuses on those attributes that showed the strongest affect on willingness to ride.  

Each question and its associated impact on willingness to ride is summarized in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  Affect on willingness to ride for Local Bus Travel Characteristics. 
Do buses arrive at their bus stops on time or within 5 minutes of 
their scheduled time? 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?
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Is bus travel performance affected by traffic and congestion? 
 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

Very muchModeratelyVery littleNot at all
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Are buses generally slower, the same speed, or faster than average 
traffic? 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

Very muchModeratelyVery littleNot at all
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Is it easy to determine how much the bus trip will cost? 
 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

Very muchModeratelyVery littleNot at all
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Figure 3.  Affect on willingness to ride for Local Bus Travel Characteristics (continued) 
Do you think it is easy to understand the bus routes and plan your 
trip? 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?
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Do you think that transferring from one bus route to another is easy 
or difficult? 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

Very muchModeratelyVery littleNot at all
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Do you think bus routes have not enough, the right amount, or too many stops? 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

Very muchModeratelyVery littleNot at all
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A review of the data presented in Figure 3 shows the highest percentage of 

respondents reporting a score of  “very much” is 53.8% for buses that arrive at their stops on 

time.  This is followed by ease of transfers at 41.1%, easy to understand bus routes at 40%, 

and traffic and congestion at 38.5%.  Therefore these attributes seem to be the most 

important to riders. 

Although these attributes do not correlate exactly with the components from the 

“Possible Transit Improvements” section of the survey, some inferences can be drawn.  

Clearly, bus travel performance has a great deal to do with the right of way it uses.  The high 
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percentages seen in both on-time performance and traffic congestion may indicate support 

for the busway concept, thus partially explaining its significance from the earlier analysis 

which showed the busway to be an important component for increasing expressed 

willingness to ride.  In addition, the high importance for ease of transfers and the ease of 

understanding the bus routes substantiates the significance of questions 24 and 25 that deal 

with route and stop information being displayed on buses and at all stops.  Clearly, these 

inferences are not to be confused with facts; however, they do seem to corroborate some of 

the earlier findings.
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Conclusions 

 The purpose of this research project was to determine if workers in the Nashville 

metropolitan area would indicate a greater willingness to utilize local bus service if  

BRT-like service attributes were provided as opposed to conventional bus 

improvements.  Literature research was conducted to provide background information 

for both bus and rail service and to provide guidance for survey design.  As part of this 

research effort, a survey was distributed to workers in the Nashville Metropolitan area 

to measure the impact of various bus improvements on their stated willingness to ride.  

The paragraphs that follow will provide a brief summary of the procedures, a summary 

of the findings, conclusions, discussion and implications, and recommendations for 

further study. 

Summary of Procedures 

 Overall, the analysis consisted of the following three processes:  solution of the 

individual sub-problems, distribution and collection of the survey, and lastly, the 

statistical analysis of the results.  Determining answers for the sub-problems was 

necessary to identify the appropriate components to be used in this research project.  

Upon completion of the sub-problems, the resulting tables were used to direct the 

development of the survey questions and subsequent analysis.  The sub-problems were 

primarily based upon the literature review and research. 

 The survey itself was put together using information gained from both the 

literature review and the sub-problem results.  Once completed, a pilot-survey was 

distributed which resulted in several modifications to the final survey product.  The 
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survey was not distributed randomly and therefore may not be representative of all 

workers in the downtown Nashville area.  The survey was delivered over a two week 

period in July of 2002 to workers within the CBD of Nashville.  A total of 3000 surveys 

were distributed with a return rate of 13.3% (399 surveys).  This allowed for statistical 

analysis at a 95% confidence level with a confidence interval of +/- 5%. 

 Due to the categorical and non-normal nature of the data resulting from the 

survey, non-parametric statistical analyses were used.  Pearson’s chi-square test was 

applied to the demographic data to compare the survey respondents with census 

information.  In order to prove or disprove both the main and secondary hypotheses, the 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was used, and finally, to perform some exploratory 

analysis, the Spearman’s Rho correlation was applied to look for expected and 

unexpected linkages of demographic and other information to the primary hypothesis 

component. 

Summary of Findings 

The two principal methods used to analyze the survey results were descriptive 

techniques and statistics.  Both methods provided insight about the survey population 

and their stated attitudes toward various bus improvement components, however, 

statistical analysis was required to prove or disprove the hypotheses.  To begin, the 

Pearson’s chi-square test was applied comparing the sample population with year 2000 

census data.  A mix of demographic and transportation data was correlated and included 

gender, race, travel mode to work, travel time to work, available vehicles, and members 

in the household.  For the most part, the survey sample was significantly different at a 
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confidence interval of +/- 5%, meaning that the respondents did not prove to be a 

representative sample of the overall population.  

 A look at the hypotheses; however, yielded different results.  The primary 

hypothesis was to be considered confirmed if the question 30 (busway) results showed a 

statistically significant result for over 50% of all other bus improvement options. 

The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test was applied and showed that the busway (question 

30) did show a statistically significant increase when compared with 7 of the 12 bus 

improvement options, thusly confirming the primary hypothesis.  A closer look at the 

Wilcoxon test results revealed that in some cases, a few questions showed a reverse 

significance (against question 30) or simply no significance at all.  The secondary 

hypothesis was to be considered correct if each of the additional BRT categorized 

modifications were to have a statistically significant result for at least 50% of the 

conventional bus improvement options.  Again, the Wilcoxon test was used but in this 

case the hypothesis was rejected as only three of the BRT-type components proved 

significant for more than 50% of the conventional bus modification questions. 

 The exploratory analyses utilized the Spearman’s Rho test to compare the 

busway with both demographic data and general travel data.  The results showed a 

strong relationship between demographic information and the busway, but not between 

the various travel factors and the busway.  There was a clear relationship for all 

demographic attributes reviewed; however, the stronger correlations were with race and 

gender rather than income.  It appears from the results that more women than men 

tended to favor the busway, and that more minorities than whites tended to favor the 

busway.  In addition, as income level decreased, importance of the busway appeared to 
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increase.  For the selected travel factors, however, only one, mode to work, showed a 

strong statistical relationship.  The data appeared to show that individuals who drive 

alone place less importance on the busway than do those who use other means of 

transportation such as cyclists, bus riders, or carpoolers.   

 The last portion in the analysis chapter used frequency data to summarize the 

stated perceptions of existing local bus service in Nashville and to identify those 

characteristics that seemed to have the greatest affect on willingness to ride.  The 

highest level of agreement in terms of service attributes was that 91.7% of the 

respondents felt that bus travel performance was affected by traffic and congestion.  

Yet, 72% believed that the buses arrived at their stops on time.  A brief assessment of 

the remaining scores show that the overall perception is that buses are slower than 

average traffic, that it is not difficult to determine the trip cost, that transfers are 

difficult, that there are about the right amount of stops, and that there are differing 

opinions regarding the ease of understanding the routes and planning the trip.   

In terms of determining the most influential characteristics of existing service, 

the research made no differentiation regarding whether or not the attribute had a 

positive or negative impact on willingness to ride, but focused instead on those 

attributes that showed the greatest affect on willingness to ride.  In summary, the 

highest percentage of respondents that indicated a score of  “very much” was 53.8% for 

buses that arrive at their stops on time.  This was followed by ease of transfers at 41.1%, 

easy to understand bus routes at 40%, and traffic and congestion at 38.5%.  It was 

therefore determined that these attributes appeared to be the most important. 
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Conclusions 

Based upon the findings and within the limitations of this study, it appears that 

adding a physically separated busway to local bus service in Nashville could have a 

significant impact on increasing downtown workers’ willingness to ride.  As the survey 

results indicate, the busway did show significance for ove r 58% of the bus improvement 

options.  In addition, despite the secondary hypothesis not being proven entirely correct, 

a greater number of the BRT-type components had a stronger impact on increasing 

willingness to ride than did the conventional bus upgrades.  In particular, the following 

components had the most significant impact:  the busway; if route map and fare 

information were shown at every stop; if each bus displayed its route and stop 

information; and if each bus stop was named and that name was visible from the bus.  

This would suggest that the above BRT-type modifications should receive strong 

consideration when looking at ways to increase willingness to ride. 

However, when considering these research results, one must also keep in mind 

that there are other bus service modifications that achieved equal or greater 

significance, in particular, real-time travel information.  It also appears that not all 

BRT-type service components have an overwhelming advantage over conventional bus 

improvements.  It can therefore be concluded that to increase willingness to ride, 

several bus improvement components should be combined to create a comprehensive 

transit system.  It seems that the overall transit system design is what drives ridership; 

and therefore, it is difficult to separate and identify the impact of specific elements 

within the system. 
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Discussion and Implications 

 Due to the distribution limitations of this study, and, in particular, given that the 

survey sample is not representative of the overall worker population in Nashville, the 

implications of this research are somewhat limited.  Many conclusions can be drawn 

from the results; however, these cannot be confidently extrapolated beyond the survey 

respondents themselves.  Nevertheless, this research project does provide some 

interesting clues regarding transit ridership in Nashville and does point to some possible 

transit improvements that may merit further study. 

 Overall, the busway did prove to be significant over many other bus 

improvement options and would therefore indicate a high level of impact.  In addition, 

the busway was one of only two questions that had high results for both the statistical 

analyses and the rankings.  The other question to accomplish this was real-time travel 

information.  If this information is matched to some of the perception of existing bus 

service questions, there appears to be a connection.  Over 91.7% of respondents felt that 

bus travel performance is affected by traffic and congestion, and 59.2% said that buses 

are slower than average traffic.  It is not surprising then, that a physically separated 

busway that greatly minimizes the traffic and congestion element would receive a high 

score toward increasing willingness to ride.  In addition, if real- time travel information 

could alert passengers to bus arrival time, this would also mitigate, to some extent, the 

impact of traffic and congestion by removing the uncertainty of whether riders have 

missed the bus or whether a bus will come at all.   From these results, it seems that both 

busways and real-time travel information could have the greatest impact on increasing 

willingness to ride in Nashville. 
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  A secondary purpose of this project was to promote the idea of a narrowed 

definition for BRT.  Perhaps as a result of this research, busway and real-time travel 

information should be considered required elements of a BRT system.  Also, it was 

clear from the assignment of components into the BRT and Conventional Improvement 

categories, that some modifications appear to have both rapid transit and conventional 

bus qualities.  This would indicate that more research is required to better define BRT 

attributes. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

 As the awareness of the BRT concept spreads, there will clearly be a need for 

more research surrounding this topic.  After completing this project, some 

recommendations include further analysis of what exactly constitutes BRT and what the 

cost-benefit implications are for the various BRT-type components, including the 

busway and real-time travel information.  In other words, how much will ridership 

increase based on the implementation of these technologies, and how does that relate to 

the cost?  Also, would a separate right of way or BRT-type system increase developer’s 

desire to build along the corridor?  Other recommendations specific to the Nashville 

area include: what impact do other factors such as the availability and cost of parking 

have on bus ridership?; what are the overall trends of ridership in the Nashville area and 

how to these compare to the survey results?; and lastly, what are some likely corridors 

within the Nashville region where BRT might be implemented successfully? 

 

 

 



 

Directions:  
 
Please check the response that most closely matches how 
you feel.  Please select ONLY ONE answer per question. 
If you have not ridden on the local buses in Nashville, 
please answer how you think the experience would be. 
 

General Information 
 
1. How do you typically get to work? 
 o bicycle  o bus 
 o carpool  o drive alone 
 o other (write in:______________________ ) 
 
2. Approximately how far do you live from work? 
 o 0-10 miles   o 11-20 miles 
 o 21-30 miles   o more than 30 miles  
 
3. Approximately how long does it take you to get to 
 work? 
 o 0-10 minutes   o 10-20 minutes 
 o 20-30 minutes   o 30-40 minutes 
 o more than 40 minutes 
 
4. How many autos do you own? 
 o 0    o 1 
 o 2    o More than 2 
 
5. Have you ever ridden the buses in Nashville? 
 o yes    o no 
 
6. Do you believe riding the bus is a good way for you 
 to get to work in Nashville? 
 oyes   o no 
 
7. Have you ever ridden a subway or light-rail 
 system? 
 o yes   o no 
 
8. Do you believe riding a subway or light-rail is a 
 good way to get to work? 
 o yes o no 
 
9. When you visit other cities do you consider riding 
 the bus to get around? 
 o yes o no 
 
10.  When you visit other cities do you consider riding 
 the subway or light-rail to get around? 
 o yes o no 

 
11.  Do you think subway and light-rail systems are 
 easier to understand than bus systems? 
 o yes o no 

 
12.  Overall, do you think it is cheaper to ride the bus 
 or own a car? 
 o ride the bus   o own a car 

 
 

Local Bus Travel Characteristics 
 
The questions below pertain to local bus service. 
Check the response that most closely matches how you 
feel, then rate how much each of these characteristics 
affects your willingness to ride the bus. 
 
Rate each characteristic on a scale of 0 to 3 where: 

0 is “not at all” 
1 is “very little” 
2 is “moderately” 
3 is “very much” 

 
13.  Do buses arrive at their bus stops on time or within 
 5 minutes of their scheduled time. 
 oyes   o no 
 
  How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
 the bus? 
  0   1   2   3 
 
14.  Is bus travel performance affected by traffic and 
 congestion. 
   oyes   o no 
 
 How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
  the bus? 
  0   1   2   3 
 
15.  Are buses generally slower, the same speed, or 
 faster than average traffic? 
 oslower    o the same      o faster 
 
 How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
  the bus? 
    0   1   2   3 
 
16.  Is it easy to determine how much the bus trip will 
  cost? 
 oyes   o no 
 
 How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
  the bus? 
   0   1   2   3 
 
17.  Do you think it is easy to understand the bus 
 routes and plan your trip? 
  oyes   o no 
 
 How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
 the bus? 
  0   1   2   3 
 

18.  Do you think that transferring from one bus route 
       to another is easy or difficult? 
       o easy     o difficult 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to 
       ride the bus? 
        0   1   2   3 
 
19.  Do you think bus routes have: 
       o not enough stops 
       o the right amount of stops 
       o too many stops 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to 
       ride the bus? 
        0   1   2   3 
 

Possible Transit Improvements 
 
Please rate how much each of these changes would 
increase your willingness to ride the bus.  Please circle 
one number for each question. 
 
Rate each improvement on a scale of 0 to 3 where: 

0 is “would not increase  at all” 
1 is “would increase very little” 
2 is “would increase moderately” 
3 is “would increase very much” 
 

 
20.  If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?     
       0   1   2   3 

 
 
21.  If all bus stops provided shelters with protection 
       from the weather? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
22.  If each bus stop showed the expected time of 
       arrival for the next bus, and this was updated 
       every minute (real-time travel information)? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
23.  If some bus stations provided services such as 
       small convenience shops or dry cleaning? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
24.  If route map and fare information were shown 
       at every bus stop? 
       0   1   2   3 

 

25.  If each bus had its route and stop information 
       displayed on the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
26.  If each bus stop was named and had a sign 
       of that name that was visible from the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
27.  If all bus stops were fully enclosed and 
       payment was required to enter the bus stop, 
       rather than paying as you boarded the bus?    
       0   1   2   3 
 

 
 

28.  If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all 
       stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
29.  If there were fewer stops along the main routes 
       and the bus always stopped at each so that you 
       would not have to request the bus to stop? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
30.  If the bus had its own lane that was physically  
       separated from and not affected by auto 
       traffic? 
       0   1   2   3 
 

 
 
 

 
31.  If you could get on and off the bus without 
       climbing steps? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
32.  If you could get on and off the bus through 
       multiple doorways?    
       0   1   2   3 
 
 
 
 



 

What’s Important to You? 
 
Please rank the ideas listed below according to how much 
they influence your willingness to ride the bus.  Please use 
each number only once. 
 
     Rank the items in each section from 1 to 5, where: 
     1 is the MOST important and 
     5 is the LEAST important. 
 
     Example: 
 
       2     Modern buses, quiet and clean powered 
       3     All  stop shelters provided protection from the 
              weather 
       1     Route and stop information displayed on each 
              bus 
       4     Bicycles carried by bus 
       5     Route map and fare information shown at each 
              bus stop 
 
 
33.  Travel 
       (Rank 1-5 using 1 as first or most important) 
 
       ___   Modern buses, quiet and clean powered 
      
       ___   Physically separate bus lane, not affected by 
                auto traffic 
       ___   Fewer stops along main routes and bus always 
                stops at each 
       ___   Route and stop information displayed on each 
                bus 
       ___   Bus stop names that are visible from the bus 
 
 
34.  Bus Stops 
       (Rank 1-5 using 1 as first or most important) 
 
       ___   All bus stops provide protection from the 
                weather 
       ___   Real-time travel information at each stop 
             
       ___   Route map and fare information shown at 
                every stop 
       ___   Fully enclosed stops with payment required for 
                entry rather than at boarding 
       ___   Some bus stations provide services such as 
                small convenience shops 
 
 
35.  Boarding  & Other 
       (Rank 1-4 using 1 as first or most important) 
 
       ___   Get on and off the bus without climbing steps 
 
       ___   Get on and off the bus through multiple doorways 
 
       ___   Bicycles carried by the bus 
 
       ___   Bicycle lock-up provided at each stop 
        

                 

 
 
 
 

A Little Information About You 
 
The information below will only be used for statistical 
purposes. Please check the appropriate response.  
 
 
36.   What is your home Zip Code?  _______________ 
 
 
37.   What is your Gender? 
        o male    o female 
 
38.   Approximately how many days a week do you 
        work? 
        o 1-3  o 4-5 
        o retired  o unemployed 
 
39.   How many people reside in your household? 
        o 1 o 2 
        o 3-4 o more than 4 
 
40.   What is your annual household income? 
        o Less than $15,000 
        o Between $15,000 and $40,000 
        o More than $40,000  
 
41.   What is your race? 
        o Asian   
        o Black or African American  
        o Hispanic or Latino  
        o White 
        o Other:_________________ 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Working in Downtown Nashville 
 
42.  Overall, how would you rate downtown as a 
        workplace?  
        Please circle one. 

 
 1 – Very Poor 
 2 – Poor 
 3 – Neutral 
 4 – Good 
 5 – Very Good 

 
43.  What do you like most about working downtown? 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
 
 
44.  What do you like least about working downtown? 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
 
 

 
 
 

Would You Like To Participate 
Further? 
 
Follow-up surveys and/or group sessions may 
be held to gather additional information about 
attitudes towards public transit in Nashville. 
If you would like to participate in these groups 
please give us your e-mail address or phone 
number below.  This information will only be 
used to contact you should further studies be 
conducted.  Thank you. 
 
E-mail or Phone: _______________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transportation Survey 
 For Nashville 

 

   
 
We want your input… 
 
Help us better understand attitudes towards 
Public Transit in Nashville.  By completing this 
survey you will be providing essential 
information to help us improve transportation 
options in Nashville. 
 
and we’re giving away five 
$20 bills to prove it! 
 
The Nashville Metropolitan Planning 
Organization, in cooperation with the Metro 
Transit Authority, the Nashville Chamber of 
Commerce, and the Nashville Downtown 
Partnership is conducting this survey to 
assess the attitudes of transit users and 
non-users alike.  Everyone is welcome to 
participate. 
 
Just complete the survey and 
entry slip below. 
 
All information is strictly confidential, but we 
will need your initials, a phone number, and a  
fully completed survey to be entered in the 
drawing.  The drawing will be held July 26th, 
2002 and the winners will be contacted by 
phone. 
 
That’s It!  Thank you for your help. 
a 

  Initials or Name: _____________________ 
 
  Daytime Telephone: __________________ 
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Appendix 2 - Sample Survey Cover Sheet 
 
 
 

 
 

        
 
 

Survey Respondents, 

The following survey is being conducted by the Nashville Area Metropolitan 
Planning Organization to help us better understand attitudes toward public 
transit in Nashville.   

Please complete the attached survey and return it to the front desk in Suite 1720 
by Friday, July 26thth.  The survey should take less than 10 minutes to complete 
and gives you an opportunity to win $20 cash. 

Thank you and we appreciate your participation. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nashville Area MPO 
 730 Second Avenue South, Nashville, TN  37210 ♦ Phone  (615) 862-7204  



 

 

 
Directions:  
 
Please check the response that most closely matches how 
you feel.  Please select ONLY ONE answer per question. 
If you have not ridden on the buses in Nashville, please 
answer how you think the experience would be. 
 

General Information 
 
1.  How do you get to work? 
o automobile  o bicycle 
o bus   o carpool 
o other (write in:______________________ ) 

 
2.  Approximately how far do you live from work? 
o 0-10 miles   o 11-20 miles 
o 21- 30 miles  o more than 30 miles  

 
3.  Approximately how long does it take you to get to 
     work? 
o 0-15 minutes   o 15-30 minutes 
o 30-45 minutes   o more than 45 minutes 

 
4.  What is your home Zip Code?  ________________ 
 
 
5.  What is your Gender? 
      o male    o female 
 
6.  Have you ever ridden the buses in Nashville? 
o yes    o no 

 
7.  Do you believe riding the bus is a good way for you 
     to get to work in Nashville? 
oyes   o no 

 
8.  Have you ever ridden a subway? 
o yes   o no 

 
9.  Do you believe riding a subway is a good way to 
     get to work? 
o yes o no 

 
10. When you visit other cities do you consider riding 
      the bus to get around? 
o yes o no 

 
11. When you visit other cities do you consider riding 
      the subway to get around? 
o yes o no 

 
12. Do you think subway systems are easier to 
      understand than bus systems? 
o yes o no 

Bus Travel Characteristics 
 
Please check the response that most closely matches how 
you feel, then rate how much each of these characteristics 
affects your willingness to ride the bus?  
 
Rate each improvement on a scale of 0 to 3 where: 

0 is “would not increase  at all” 
1 is “would increase very little” 
2 is “would increase moderately” 
3 is “would increase a lot” 

 
13.  Currently, do you believe buses arrive at their bus 
       stops on time or within 5 minutes of their 
       scheduled time? 

  oyes   o no 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
       the bus? 

  0   1   2   3 
 
14.  Do you believe that bus travel performance is 
       affected by traffic and congestion? 

  oyes   o no 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
       the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
15.  Do you believe buses are generally slower, faster 
       or the same speed as average traffic? 

  oslower    o faster     o the same 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
       the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
16.  Do you think it is easy to understand how much 
       the bus trip will cost? 

  oyes   o no 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
       the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
17.  Do you think it is easy to understand the bus 
       routes and plan your trip? 

  oyes   o no 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
       the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 

 
18.  Do you think that transferring from one bus route 
       to another is easy or difficult? 

  o easy   o difficult 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to ride 
       the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
 

19.  Do you think bus routes have: 
       o not enough stops 
       o the right amount of stops 
       o too many stops 
 
       How much does this affect your willingness to 
       ride the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
20.  Overall, do you think it is cheaper to ride the bus 
       or own a car? 
       o ride the bus   o own a car 
 
 

Possible Transit Improvements: 
 
Please rate how much each of these changes would 
increase your willingness to ride the bus.  Please circle 
one number for each question. 
 
Rate each improvement on a scale of 0 to 3 where: 

0 is “would not increase  at all” 
1 is “would increase very little” 
2 is “would increase moderately” 
3 is “would increase a lot” 
 

 
21.  If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?     
       0   1   2   3 
 

 
 
22.  If all bus stop shelters provided protection from 
       the weather? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
 
23.  If each bus stop showed the expected time of 
       arrival for the next bus, and this was updated 
       every minute? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
24.  If route map and fare information were shown at 
       every bus stop? 
       0   1   2   3 
 

 
 

25.  If each bus had its route and stop information 
       displayed on the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
26.  If each bus stop was named and had a sign 
       of that name that was visible from the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
27.  If all bus stops were fully enclosed and 
       payment was required to enter the bus stop, 
       rather than paying as you boarded the bus?    
       0   1   2   3 
 

 
 
28.  If you could get on and off the bus without 
       climbing steps? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
29.  If you could get on and off the bus through 
       multiple doorways?    
       0   1   2   3 
 
30.  If the bus had its own lane that was physically  
       separated from and not affected by auto 
       traffic? 
       0   1   2   3 
 

 
 
 
 
31.  If there were fewer stops along the main routes 
       and the bus always stopped at each so that you 
       would not have to request the bus to stop? 
       0   1   2   3 
 
32.  If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all 
       stops.  
       0   1   2   3 

 
33.  If bicycles could be taken on the bus or carried 
       by the bus? 
       0   1   2   3 



 

Routing Questions 
 
Below are 2 different route designs.  Please answer the 
questions below by choosing the answer that most appeals 
to you. 
 
 
Design 1. 

 
 
Design 2. 

 
 
 
34.  Of these two route Designs, which would you 
       prefer to ride? 
 

 o Design 1      o Design 2 
 
35.  Of these two route Designs, which would you 
       say is easiest to understand? 
 
       o Design 1       o Design 2 
         
36.  If you were visiting another city, which of these  
       two route Designs would you prefer to ride? 
 
       o Design 1       o Design 2 
 
37.  If you used the bus on a regular basis, which of 
       these two route Designs would you prefer to ride? 
 
       o Design 1       o Design 2 
 
 

Quick Rankings 
 
Please rank the ideas listed below according to how much 
they influence your willingness to ride the 
bus.  Please use each number only once. 
 
     Rank the items in each section from 1 to 5, where: 
     1 is the MOST important and 
     5 is the LEAST important. 
 
     Example: 
 
       2     Modern buses, quiet and clean powered 
       3     All  stop shelters provided protection from the 
              weather 
       1     Route and stop information displayed on each 
              bus 
       4     Bicycles carried by bus 
       5     Route map and fare information shown at each 
              bus stop 
 
 
 
38.  Travel  (Rank 1-5 using 1 as first or most important) 
 
       ___   Modern buses, quiet and clean powered 
      
       ___   Separate bus lane, not affected by auto traffic 
 
       ___   Fewer stops along main routes and bus always 
                stops at each 
       ___   Route and stop information displayed on each 
                bus 
       ___   Bus stop names that were visible from the bus  
 
 
39.  Bus Stops 
       (Rank 1-5 using 1 as first or most important) 
 
       ___   All bus stops provide protection from the 
                weather 
       ___   Real-time travel information at each stop 
             
       ___   Route map and fare information shown at 
                every stop 
       ___   Fully enclosed stops with payment required for 
                entry rather than at boarding 
       ___   Bicycle lock-up provided at each stop 
 
 
40.  Boarding  (Rank 1-3 using 1 as first or most important) 
 
       ___   Get on and off the bus without climbing steps 
 
       ___   Get on and off the bus through multiple doorways 
 
       ___   Bicycles carried by the bus 
 
 
 
 
 

Working in Downtown Nashville 
 
41.  Overall, how would you rate downtown as a 
        workplace?  
        Please circle one. 

 
 1 – Very Poor 
 2 – Poor 
 3 – Neutral 
 4 – Good 
 5 – Very Good 

 
42.  What do you like most about working downtown? 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
 
 
43.  What do you like least about working downtown? 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
       _______________________________________ 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Would You Like To Participate 
Further? 
 
Follow-up surveys and/or group sessions may 
be held to gather additional information about 
attitudes towards public transit in Nashville. 
If you would like to participate in these groups 
please give us your e-mail address or phone 
number below.  This information will solely be 
used to contact you should further studies be 
conducted.  Thank you. 
 
E-mail or Phone: _______________________ 
 

Transportation Survey 
 For Nashville 

   
 
We want your input… 
 
Help us to better understand attitudes towards 
Public Transit options in Nashville.  By 
completing this survey you will be providing 
essential information to help us improve the 
transportation options here in Nashville. 
 
and we’re giving away five 
$50 bills to prove it! 
 
The Nashville Metropolitan Planning 
Organization in cooperation with the Metro 
Transit Authority, the Nashville Chamber of 
Commerce, and the Nashville Downtown 
Partnership is conducting this survey to 
assess the attitudes of both transit users and 
non-users alike.  Everyone is welcome to 
participate. 
 
Just complete the survey and 
entry slip below. 
 
All information is strictly confidential, but we 
will need your initials, a phone number, and a 
fully completed survey to be entered in the 
drawing.  The drawing will be held on July 5 th, 
2002 and the winners will be contacted by 
phone. 
 
That’s It!  Thank you for your help. 
 

 
  Initials or Name: ____________________ 
 
  Daytime Telephone: _________________ 

Appendix 3 - Pre-test Survey Continued - p72 
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Appendix 4 - Map of Study Area 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results: 
                        Busway - Questions 20 through 32 
 

Question 20 - Ranks

76a 107.88 8199.00

138b 107.29 14806.00

175c

389

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If buses
were modern, quiet and clean
powered?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? < If
buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? > If
buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If the bus had its own lane that was physically
separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-3.810a

.000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If buses were modern, quiet and clean

powered?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 

Question 21 - Ranks

73a 100.35 7325.50

109b 85.57 9327.50

209c

391

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If all bus
stop provided shelters with
protection from the weather?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
< If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
> If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

b. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If the bus had its own
lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-1.476a

.140

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If all bus stop provided shelters with

protection from the weather?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results (continued) 
 

Question 22 - Ranks

84
a

85.48 7180.50

71
b

69.15 4909.50

235
c

390

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If each bus
stop showed the expected time of
arrival for the next bus, and this was
updated every minute (real-time
travel information)?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
< If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated
every minute (real-time travel information)?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
> If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated
every minute (real-time travel information)?

b. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated
every minute (real-time travel information)? = If the bus had its own lane that was physically
separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 

Test Statisticsb

-2.127a

.033

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If each bus stop showed the expected time of

arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time
travel information)?

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ranks Continue On Next Page 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results (continued) 
 

Question 23 - Ranks

30
a

94.92 2847.50

186
b

110.69 20588.50

172
c

388

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If some
bus stations provided services
such as small convenience shops
or dry cleaning?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
< If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
> If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

b. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? =
If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-9.814a

.000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If some bus stations provided services such

as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 

Question 24 - Ranks

73a 92.05 6720.00

92b 75.82 6975.00

225c

390

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If route
map and fare information were
shown at every bus stop?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? < If
route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? > If
route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop?

b. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? = If the bus had its own lane
that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-.215a

.830

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If route map and fare information were shown

at every bus stop?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results (continued) 
 

Question 25 - Ranks

75a 96.03 7202.00

98b 80.09 7849.00

218c

391

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If each bus
had its route and stop information
displayed on the bus?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
< If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?
> If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus?

b. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? = If the bus had its own
lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-.512a

.609

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If each bus had its route and stop information

displayed on the bus?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 

Question 26 - Ranks

70a 87.86 6150.00

97b 81.22 7878.00

222c

389

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If each bus stop
was named and had a sign of that name
that was visible from the bus?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? < If
each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? > If
each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

b. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? = If the
bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-1.444a

.149

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If each bus stop was named and had a sign

of that name that was visible from the bus?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results (continued) 
 

Question 27 - Ranks

45
a

90.82 4087.00

155
b

103.31 16013.00

190
c

390

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If all bus stops
were fully enclosed and payment was
required to enter the stop, rather than
paying as you boarded the bus?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? < If
all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? > If
all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus?

b. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? = If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-7.502a

.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If all bus stops were fully enclosed and

payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you
boarded the bus?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ranks Continue On Next Page 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results (continued) 

Question 28 - Ranks

25a 106.10 2652.50

235b 133.10 31277.50

126c

386

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was physically
separated from and not affected by auto
traffic? - If bicycle lock-up facilities were
provided at all stops or bicycles could be
carried by the bus?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? < If
bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? > If
bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

b. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? = If the bus
had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-11.960a

.000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all

stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 

Question 29 - Ranks

26
a

103.87 2700.50

197
b

113.07 22275.50

164
c

387

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks

Ties

Total

If the bus had its own lane that was physically
separated from and not affected by auto
traffic? - If there were fewer stops along the
main routes and the bus always stopped at
each so that you would not have to request
the bus to stop?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? < If there
were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not
have to request the bus to stop?

a. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? > If there
were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not
have to request the bus to stop?

b. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would
not have to request the bus to stop? = If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from
and not affected by auto traffic?

c. 

Test Statisticsb

-10.381a

.000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic? - If there were fewer stops along the main

routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not have
to request the bus to stop?

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 5 - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results (continued) 
 

Question 31 - Ranks

256a 137.48 35194.50
13b 86.19 1120.50

119c

388

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

If you could get on and off the bus without
climbing steps? - If the bus had its own lane
that was physically separated from and not
affected by auto traffic?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? < If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

a. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? > If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

b. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? = If you
could get on and off the bus without climbing steps?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-13.535a

.000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? - If the bus
had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected

by auto traffic?

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 

 

Question 32 - Ranks

211a 125.52 26484.50
33b 103.20 3405.50

147c

391

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

If you could get on and off the bus through
multiple doorways? - If the bus had its own
lane that was physically separated from and
not affected by auto traffic?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

a. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If the bus had its own lane that was
physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic?

b. 

If the bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not affected by auto traffic? = If you
could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways?

c. 

 
Test Statisticsb

-10.689a

.000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? - If the
bus had its own lane that was physically separated from and not

affected by auto traffic?

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 6 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for Demographic Data 
 
Gender, Davidson County, and 2000 Census 
 

Case Processing Summary

380236 100.0% 0 .0% 380236 100.0%Gender Survey * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

Gender Survey * group Crosstabulation

90 187099 187189
116.2 187072.8 187189.0

.0% 100.0% 100.0%

38.1% 49.2% 49.2%
.0% 49.2% 49.2%
146 192901 193047

119.8 192927.2 193047.0

.1% 99.9% 100.0%
61.9% 50.8% 50.8%

.0% 50.7% 50.8%
236 380000 380236

236.0 380000.0 380236.0

.1% 99.9% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

.1% 99.9% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within Gender Survey

% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count

% within Gender Survey
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count

% within Gender Survey
% within group
% of Total

Male

Female

Gender
Survey

Total

survey census
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

11.629b 1 .001
11.189 1 .001
11.753 1 .001

.001 .000

11.629 1 .001

380236

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
116.18.

b. 
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Appendix 6 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for Demographic Data (continued) 
 
Gender, Tennessee, and 2000 Census 
 

Case Processing Summary

3632116 100.0% 0 .0% 3632116 100.0%Gender Survey * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

Gender Survey * group Crosstabulation

114 1790369 1790483
165.6 1790317.4 1790483.0

.0% 100.0% 100.0%

33.9% 49.3% 49.3%
.0% 49.3% 49.3%
222 1841411 1841633

170.4 1841462.6 1841633.0

.0% 100.0% 100.0%
66.1% 50.7% 50.7%

.0% 50.7% 50.7%
336 3631780 3632116

336.0 3631780.0 3632116.0

.0% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within Gender Survey

% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count

% within Gender Survey
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count

% within Gender Survey
% within group
% of Total

Male

Female

Gender
Survey

Total

survey census
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

31.748b 1 .000
31.136 1 .000

32.366 1 .000
.000 .000

31.748 1 .000

3632116

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
165.63.

b. 
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Appendix 6 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for Demographic Data (continued) 
 
Race, Davidson County, and 2000 Census 
 

Case Processing Summary

373936 100.0% 0 .0% 373936 100.0%
1=white, 2=black,
3=others *
1=census, 2=survey

N Percent N Percent N Percent
Valid Missing Total

Cases

 

1=white, 2=black, 3=others * 1=census, 2=survey Crosstabulation

260371 177 260548
260388.4 159.6 260548.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
69.7% 77.3% 69.7%
69.6% .0% 69.7%
92617 40 92657

92600.3 56.7 92657.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%
24.8% 17.5% 24.8%
24.8% .0% 24.8%
20719 12 20731

20718.3 12.7 20731.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
5.5% 5.2% 5.5%
5.5% .0% 5.5%

373707 229 373936
373707.0 229.0 373936.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
99.9% .1% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total

White

Black

All other

1=white, 2=black,
3=others

Total

Census Survey
1=census, 2=survey

Total

 
 
 

Chi-Square Tests

6.889a 2 .032

7.397 2 .025

4.215 1 .040

373936

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 12.70.

a. 
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Appendix 6 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for Demographic Data (continued) 
 
Race, Tennessee, and 2000 Census 
 

Case Processing Summary

3575517 100.0% 0 .0% 3575517 100.0%
1=white, 2=black,
3=others *
1=census, 2=survey

N Percent N Percent N Percent
Valid Missing Total

Cases

 

1=white, 2=black, 3=others * 1=census, 2=survey Crosstabulation

2903617 263 2903880
2903617.7 262.3 2903880.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
81.2% 81.4% 81.2%
81.2% .0% 81.2%

581824 44 581868

581815.4 52.6 581868.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%
16.3% 13.6% 16.3%
16.3% .0% 16.3%
89753 16 89769

89760.9 8.1 89769.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%

2.5% 5.0% 2.5%
2.5% .0% 2.5%

3575194 323 3575517
3575194.0 323.0 3575517.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% .0% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others

% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within 1=white, 2=black, 3=others
% within 1=census, 2=survey
% of Total

White

Black

All other

1=white, 2=black,
3=others

Total

Census Survey

1=census, 2=survey

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

9.075a 2 .011

7.445 2 .024

.740 1 .390

3575517

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 8.11.

a. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data 
 
Travel Mode to Work, Davidson County, and CTPP (Census Transportation Planning Package) 

Case Processing Summary

275299 100.0% 0 .0% 275299 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

224843 170 225013
224830.7 182.3 225013.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
81.7% 76.2% 81.7%
81.7% .1% 81.7%

7084 3 7087
7081.3 5.7 7087.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
2.6% 1.3% 2.6%
2.6% .0% 2.6%
5038 36 5074

5069.9 4.1 5074.0
99.3% .7% 100.0%

1.8% 16.1% 1.8%
1.8% .0% 1.8%

38111 14 38125
38094.1 30.9 38125.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%

13.9% 6.3% 13.8%
13.8% .0% 13.8%

275076 223 275299
275076.0 223.0 275299.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

99.9% .1% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

Drive Alone

Bicycle

Bus

Carpool

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

259.005a 3 .000
106.721 3 .000

.434 1 .510

275299

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

1 cells (12.5%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 4.11.

a. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Travel Mode to Work, Tennessee and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

2735940 100.0% 0 .0% 2735940 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

224843 312 225155
225123.7 31.3 225155.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
8.2% 82.1% 8.2%

8.2% .0% 8.2%
42019 3 42022

42016.2 5.8 42022.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%

1.5% .8% 1.5%

1.5% .0% 1.5%
2140377 41 2140418

2140120.7 297.3 2140418.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%

78.2% 10.8% 78.2%

78.2% .0% 78.2%
328321 24 328345

328299.4 45.6 328345.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%

12.0% 6.3% 12.0%

12.0% .0% 12.0%
2735560 380 2735940

2735560.0 380.0 2735940.0
100.0% .0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

100.0% .0% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group

% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group

% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group

% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group

% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group

% of Total

Drive Alone

Bicycle

Bus

Carpool

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

2753.005a 3 .000
1238.494 3 .000

1922.225 1 .000

2735940

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 5.84.

a. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Travel Time to Work, Davidson County, and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

277349 100.0% 0 .0% 277349 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

29530 32 29562
29536.8 25.2 29562.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
10.7% 13.6% 10.7%
10.6% .0% 10.7%
90311 71 90382

90305.1 76.9 90382.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
32.6% 30.1% 32.6%
32.6% .0% 32.6%
75334 85 75419

75354.8 64.2 75419.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
27.2% 36.0% 27.2%
27.2% .0% 27.2%
81938 48 81986

81916.2 69.8 81986.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
29.6% 20.3% 29.6%
29.5% .0% 29.6%

277113 236 277349
277113.0 236.0 277349.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

99.9% .1% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

0-10 Minutes

10-20 Minutes

20-30 Minutes

>30 Minutes

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

15.877a 3 .001
15.951 3 .001

3.745 1 .053

277349

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 25.15.

a. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Travel Time to Work, Tennessee, and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

2551300 100.0% 0 .0% 2551300 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

332439 38 332477
332425.7 51.3 332477.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
13.0% 9.6% 13.0%
13.0% .0% 13.0%

823938 88 824026
823898.7 127.3 824026.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
32.3% 22.3% 32.3%
32.3% .0% 32.3%

567380 124 567504
567416.4 87.6 567504.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
22.2% 31.5% 22.2%
22.2% .0% 22.2%

827149 144 827293
827165.2 127.8 827293.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
32.4% 36.5% 32.4%
32.4% .0% 32.4%

2550906 394 2551300
2550906.0 394.0 2551300.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% .0% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

0-10 Minutes

10-20 Minutes

20-30 Minutes

>30 Minutes

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

32.732a 3 .000

32.741 3 .000

15.569 1 .000

2551300

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 51.34.

a. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Vehicle Availability*, Davidson County, and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

237668 100.0% 0 .0% 237668 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

20309 31 20340
20319.8 20.2 20340.0

99.8% .2% 100.0%
8.6% 13.1% 8.6%
8.5% .0% 8.6%

95646 92 95738
95642.9 95.1 95738.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
40.3% 39.0% 40.3%
40.2% .0% 40.3%
88358 85 88443

88355.2 87.8 88443.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
37.2% 36.0% 37.2%
37.2% .0% 37.2%
33119 28 33147

33114.1 32.9 33147.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
13.9% 11.9% 13.9%
13.9% .0% 13.9%

237432 236 237668
237432.0 236.0 237668.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

99.9% .1% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

0 Autos

1 Auto

2 Autos

>2 Autos

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

6.708a 3 .082
5.929 3 .115

3.353 1 .067

237668

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 20.20.

a. 

 
 
 

* Note:  The 2000 census information 
does not correlate precisely with all 
of the questions from the Nashville 
survey, however, an attempt was 
made to organize the data in a 
meaningful fashion.  As an 
example, the 2000 census refers to 
vehicle availability, whereas the 
Nashville survey refers to auto 
ownership. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Vehicle Availability*, Tennessee, and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

2234627 100.0% 0 .0% 2234627 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

170072 33 170105
170074.7 30.3 170105.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
7.6% 8.3% 7.6%
7.6% .0% 7.6%

718790 146 718936
718808.0 128.0 718936.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
32.2% 36.7% 32.2%
32.2% .0% 32.2%

893335 159 893494
893334.9 159.1 893494.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
40.0% 39.9% 40.0%
40.0% .0% 40.0%

452032 60 452092
452011.5 80.5 452092.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
20.2% 15.1% 20.2%
20.2% .0% 20.2%

2234229 398 2234627
2234229.0 398.0 2234627.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% .0% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

0 Autos

1 Auto

2 Autos

>2 Autos

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

7.989a 3 .046
8.384 3 .039

6.411 1 .011

2234627

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 30.30.

a. 

 
 
 

* Note:  The 2000 census information 
does not correlate precisely with all 
of the questions from the Nashville 
survey, however, an attempt was 
made to organize the data in a 
meaningful fashion.  As an 
example, the 2000 census refers to 
vehicle availability, whereas the 
Nashville survey refers to auto 
ownership. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Members in Household, Davidson County, and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

237667 100.0% 0 .0% 237667 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

79217 44 79261
79182.6 78.4 79261.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
33.4% 18.7% 33.3%
33.3% .0% 33.3%
78050 85 78135

78057.7 77.3 78135.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
32.9% 36.2% 32.9%
32.8% .0% 32.9%
62793 94 62887

62824.8 62.2 62887.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%
26.4% 40.0% 26.5%
26.4% .0% 26.5%
17372 12 17384

17366.8 17.2 17384.0
99.9% .1% 100.0%

7.3% 5.1% 7.3%
7.3% .0% 7.3%

237432 235 237667
237432.0 235.0 237667.0

99.9% .1% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

99.9% .1% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

1 person household

2

3-4

>4

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

33.732a 3 .000
34.533 3 .000

14.998 1 .000

237667

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 17.19.

a. 
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Appendix 7 - Pearson’s Chi-Square Tables for CTPP Data (continued) 
 
Members in Household, Tennessee, and CTPP 

Case Processing Summary

2234564 100.0% 0 .0% 2234564 100.0%mode * group
N Percent N Percent N Percent

Valid Missing Total
Cases

 

mode * group Crosstabulation

575854 56 575910
575823.7 86.3 575910.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
25.8% 16.7% 25.8%
25.8% .0% 25.8%

763175 124 763299
763184.6 114.4 763299.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
34.2% 37.0% 34.2%
34.2% .0% 34.2%

712869 135 713004
712897.1 106.9 713004.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
31.9% 40.3% 31.9%
31.9% .0% 31.9%

182331 20 182351
182323.7 27.3 182351.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
8.2% 6.0% 8.2%
8.2% .0% 8.2%

2234229 335 2234564
2234229.0 335.0 2234564.0

100.0% .0% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0% .0% 100.0%

Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total
Count
Expected Count
% within mode
% within group
% of Total

1 person household

2

3-4

>4

mode

Total

Census Survey
group

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

20.825a 3 .000
21.963 3 .000

6.708 1 .010

2234564

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 27.34.

a. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 23 

Ranks

167a 111.63 18642.50
48b 95.36 4577.50

175c

390
174d 109.96 19133.00

33e 72.58 2395.00
185f

392
199g 109.38 21767.00

14h 73.14 1024.00

178
i

391

143j 101.87 14568.00
60k 102.30 6138.00

182l

385

105m 104.35 10956.50
103n 104.66 10779.50
178o

386
174p 106.78 18579.00

40q 110.65 4426.00
173r

387

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties

Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Question 23 - If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

Question 23 - If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

Question 23 - If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus,
and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at
all stops or bicycles could be carried by
the bus? - Question 23

If there were fewer stops along the main
routes and the bus always stopped at
each so that you would not have to request
the bus to stop? - Question 23

If you could get on and off the bus without
climbing steps? - Question 23

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

 387Total

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? < If
buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?

a. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? > If
buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If some bus stations provided services such as
small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

c. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? < If all
bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

d. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? > If all
bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

e. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If some bus stations provided
services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

f. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? < If each
bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

g. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? > If each
bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

h. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every
minute (real-time travel information)? = If some bus stations provided services such as small
convenience shops or dry cleaning?

i. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? < Ifj. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 23 (continued) 
 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? < If
some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

j. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? > If
some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

k. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? = If
bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

l. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? < If some bus stations provided services such as small
convenience shops or dry cleaning?

m. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? > If some bus stations provided services such as small
convenience shops or dry cleaning?

n. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? = If there
were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not
have to request the bus to stop?

o. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? < If some bus stations provided services
such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

p. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? > If some bus stations provided services
such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning?

q. 

If some bus stations provided services such as small convenience shops or dry cleaning? = If you
could get on and off the bus without climbing steps?

r. 

 
 

Test Statisticsb

-7.918a -9.914a -11.746a -5.151a -.105a -7.945a

.000 .000 .000 .000 .916 .000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Question 23  -
If buses were

modern, quiet
and clean
powered?

Question 23 -
If all bus stop

provided
shelters with
protection
from the
weather?

Question 23 -
If each bus

stop showed
the expected
time of arrival

for the next
bus, and this
was updated
every minute

(real-time
travel

information)?

If bicycle
lock-up

facilities were
provided at all

stops or
bicycles could
be carried by

the bus? -
Question 23

If there were
fewer stops
along the

main routes
and the bus

always
stopped at

each so that
you would not

have to
request the

bus to stop? -
Question 23

If you could
get on and off

the bus
without

climbing
steps? -

Question 23

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 24  

Ranks

52a 75.50 3926.00
107b 82.19 8794.00
233c

392
58d 73.34 4254.00

82e 68.49 5616.00
254f

394
64g 48.81 3124.00
31h 46.32 1436.00

298
i

393

268j 146.00 39127.50
16k 83.91 1342.50

105l

389

196m 119.89 23497.50

34n 90.22 3067.50
158o

388
236p 130.55 30810.00

18q 87.50 1575.00
133r

387

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks
Ties

Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks

Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks

Ties
Total

Question 24 - If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

Question 24 - If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

Question 24 - If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus,
and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

If you could get on and off the bus without
climbing steps? - Question 24

If there were fewer stops along the main
routes and the bus always stopped at
each so that you would not have to request
the bus to stop? - Question 24

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at
all stops or bicycles could be carried by the
bus? - Question 24

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? < If buses were modern, quiet and
clean powered?

a. 

 
If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? > If buses were modern, quiet and
clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If route map and fare information were shown at
every bus stop?

c. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? < If all bus stop provided shelters
with protection from the weather?

d. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? > If all bus stop provided shelters
with protection from the weather?

e. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If route map and fare information
were shown at every bus stop?

f. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? < If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time travel
information)?

g. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? > If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time travel
information)?

h. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every
minute (real-time travel information)? = If route map and fare information were shown at every bus
stop?

i. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 24 (continued) 
 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? < If route map and fare information were
shown at every bus stop?

j. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? > If route map and fare information were
shown at every bus stop?

k. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? = If you could get on and off the bus
without climbing steps?

l. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? < If route map and fare information were shown at every
bus stop?

m. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? > If route map and fare information were shown at every
bus stop?

n. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? = If there were fewer stops along
the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not have to request the bus to
stop?

o. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? < If route
map and fare information were shown at every bus stop?

p. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? > If route
map and fare information were shown at every bus stop?

q. 

If route map and fare information were shown at every bus stop? = If bicycle lock-up facilities were
provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

r. 

 
 

Test Statisticsc

-4.402a -1.503a -3.382b -13.857b -10.359b -12.666b

.000 .133 .001 .000 .000 .000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Question 24 -
If buses were

modern, quiet
and clean
powered?

Question 24
- If all bus

stop
provided

shelters with
protection
from the
weather?

Question 24 -
If each bus

stop showed
the expected
time of arrival

for the next
bus, and this
was updated
every minute

(real-time
travel

information)?

If you could
get on and
off the bus

without
climbing
steps? -

Question 24

If there were
fewer stops
along the

main routes
and the bus

always
stopped at

each so that
you would not

have to
request the

bus to stop? -
Question 24

If bicycle
lock-up

facilities were
provided at all

stops or
bicycles could
be carried by

the bus? -
Question 24

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Based on positive ranks.b. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testc. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 25 

Ranks

61a 80.07 4884.50
111b 90.03 9993.50
221c

393
65d 75.87 4931.50
81e 71.60 5799.50

249f

395
75g 55.27 4145.50
33h 52.74 1740.50

286
i

394

241j 131.51 31694.50
17k 100.97 1716.50

130l

388

195m 115.98 22615.50
28n 84.30 2360.50

166o

389
272p 146.91 39960.00

15q 91.20 1368.00
103r

390

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties

Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Question 25 - If buses were modern,
quiet and clean powered?

Question 25 - If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the
weather?

Question 25 - If each bus stop showed
the expected time of arrival for the next
bus, and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided
at all stops or bicycles could be carried by
the bus? - Question 25

If there were fewer stops along the main
routes and the bus always stopped at
each so that you would not have to
request the bus to stop? - Question 25

If you could get on and off the bus without
climbing steps? - Question 25

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? < If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

a. 

b. 
 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? > If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If each bus had its route and stop information
displayed on the bus?

c. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? < If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

d. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? > If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

e. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If each bus had its route and stop
information displayed on the bus?

f. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? < If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time travel
information)?

g. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? > If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time travel
information)?

h. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every
minute (real-time travel information)? = If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on
the bus?

i. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 25 (continued) 
 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? < If each
bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus?

j. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? > If each
bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus?

k. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? = If bicycle lock-up facilities were
provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

l. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? < If each bus had its route and stop information
displayed on the bus?

m. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? > If each bus had its route and stop information
displayed on the bus?

n. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? = If there were fewer stops
along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not have to request the
bus to stop?

o. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? < If each bus had its route and stop
information displayed on the bus?

p. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? > If each bus had its route and stop
information displayed on the bus?

q. 

If each bus had its route and stop information displayed on the bus? = If you could get on and off the
bus without climbing steps?

r. 

 
 

Test Statisticsc

-4.160a -.913a -3.994b -12.697b -10.802b -13.926b

.000 .361 .000 .000 .000 .000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Question 25 -
If buses were

modern, quiet
and clean
powered?

Question 25
- If all bus

stop
provided

shelters with
protection
from the
weather?

Question 25 -
If each bus

stop showed
the expected
time of arrival

for the next
bus, and this
was updated
every minute

(real-time
travel

information)?

If bicycle
lock-up

facilities were
provided at all

stops or
bicycles could
be carried by

the bus? -
Question 25

If there were
fewer stops
along the

main routes
and the bus

always
stopped at

each so that
you would not

have to
request the

bus to stop? -
Question 25

If you could
get on and
off the bus

without
climbing
steps? -

Question 25

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Based on positive ranks.b. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testc. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 26 

Ranks

67a 84.49 5660.50
106b 88.59 9390.50
217c

390
72d 84.40 6077.00
83e 72.45 6013.00

237f

392
79g 55.24 4364.00
30h 54.37 1631.00

282
i

391

225j 126.79 28527.00
20k 80.40 1608.00

141l

386

179m 111.26 19915.50
33n 80.68 2662.50

175o

387
260p 144.89 37671.00

18q 61.67 1110.00
110r

388

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties

Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Question 26 - If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

Question 26 - If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

Question 26 - If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and
this was updated every minute (real-time
travel information)?

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at
all stops or bicycles could be carried by the
bus? - Question 26

If there were fewer stops along the main
routes and the bus always stopped at each
so that you would not have to request the
bus to stop? - Question 26

If you could get on and off the bus without
climbing steps? - Question 26

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? < If buses
were modern, quiet and clean powered?

a. 

 
If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? > If buses
were modern, quiet and clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If each bus stop was named and had a sign of
that name that was visible from the bus?

c. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? < If all bus
stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

d. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? > If all bus
stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

e. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If each bus stop was named and
had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

f. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? < If each bus
stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

g. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? > If each bus
stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

h. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every
minute (real-time travel information)? = If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that
was visible from the bus?

i. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 26 (continued) 
 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? < If each
bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

j. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? > If each
bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

k. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? = If bicycle
lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

l. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? < If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that
name that was visible from the bus?

m. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? > If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that
name that was visible from the bus?

n. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? = If there
were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not
have to request the bus to stop?

o. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? < If each bus stop was named and had a
sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

p. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? > If each bus stop was named and had a
sign of that name that was visible from the bus?

q. 

If each bus stop was named and had a sign of that name that was visible from the bus? = If you could
get on and off the bus without climbing steps?

r. 

 
 

Test Statisticsc

-2.991a -.061b -4.347b -12.320b -9.880b -13.839b

.003 .951 .000 .000 .000 .000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Question 26 -
If buses were

modern, quiet
and clean
powered?

Question 26 -
If all bus stop

provided
shelters with
protection
from the
weather?

Question 26 -
If each bus

stop showed
the expected
time of arrival

for the next
bus, and this
was updated
every minute

(real-time
travel

information)?

If bicycle
lock-up

facilities were
provided at all

stops or
bicycles could
be carried by

the bus? -
Question 26

If there were
fewer stops
along the

main routes
and the bus

always
stopped at

each so that
you would not

have to
request the

bus to stop? -
Question 26

If you could
get on and off

the bus
without

climbing
steps? -

Question 26

Based on negative ranks.a. 

Based on positive ranks.b. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testc. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 27 

Ranks

129a 110.63 14271.50

79b 94.49 7464.50
183c

391
133d 102.13 13583.50

53e 71.84 3807.50
207f

393

160g 96.42 15427.50
26h 75.52 1963.50

206
i

392

180 j 111.77 20118.00
39k 101.85 3972.00

168 l

387

124m 93.92 11646.50
59n 87.96 5189.50

205o

388
203p 116.55 23660.00

24q 92.42 2218.00

162r

389

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks

Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties

Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Question 27 - If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

Question 27 - If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

Question 27 - If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus,
and this was updated every minute
(real-time travel information)?

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at
all stops or bicycles could be carried by the
bus? - Question 27

If there were fewer stops along the main
routes and the bus always stopped at
each so that you would not have to request
the bus to stop? - Question 27

If you could get on and off the bus without
climbing steps? - Question 27

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? < If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?

a. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than payingb. 
 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? > If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment
was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

c. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? < If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

d. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? > If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather?

e. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If all bus stops were fully
enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

f. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? < If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and
this was updated every minute (real-time travel information)?

g. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? > If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and
this was updated every minute (real-time travel information)?

h. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every
minute (real-time travel information)? = If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was
required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

i. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 27 (continued) 
 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? < If all
bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you
boarded the bus?

j. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? > If all
bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you
boarded the bus?

k. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as
you boarded the bus? = If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be
carried by the bus?

l. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? < If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was
required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

m. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? > If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was
required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

n. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying
as you boarded the bus? = If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always
stopped at each so that you would not have to request the bus to stop?

o. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? < If all bus stops were fully enclosed and
payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

p. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? > If all bus stops were fully enclosed and
payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as you boarded the bus?

q. 

If all bus stops were fully enclosed and payment was required to enter the stop, rather than paying as
you boarded the bus? = If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps?

r. 

 
 

Test Statisticsb

-4.073a -6.898a -9.432a -8.775a -4.651a -11.003a

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Question 27 -
If buses were

modern, quiet
and clean
powered?

Question 27 -
If all bus stop

provided
shelters with
protection
from the
weather?

Question 27 -
If each bus

stop showed
the expected
time of arrival

for the next
bus, and this
was updated
every minute

(real-time
travel

information)?

If bicycle
lock-up

facilities were
provided at all

stops or
bicycles could
be carried by

the bus? -
Question 27

If there were
fewer stops
along the

main routes
and the bus

always
stopped at

each so that
you would not

have to
request the

bus to stop? -
Question 27

If you could
get on and off

the bus
without

climbing
steps? -

Question 27

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 32 

Ranks

189a 122.08 23073.50
49b 109.54 5367.50

154c

392
195d 117.55 22922.50

30e 83.42 2502.50
169f

394
230g 125.23 28803.00

19h 122.21 2322.00

144
i

393

61j 91.55 5584.50
133k 100.23 13330.50
194l

388

101m 84.11 8495.00
77n 96.57 7436.00

210o

388
12p 89.58 1075.00

148q 79.76 11805.00
230r

390

Negative Ranks

Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties

Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks

Ties
Total

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total

Question 32 - If buses were modern, quiet
and clean powered?

Question 32 - If all bus stop provided
shelters with protection from the weather?

Question 32 - If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and
this was updated every minute (real-time
travel information)?

Question 32 - If bicycle lock-up facilities
were provided at all stops or bicycles could
be carried by the bus?

Question 32 - If there were fewer stops
along the main routes and the bus always
stopped at each so that you would not have
to request the bus to stop?

Question 32 - If you could get on and off the
bus without climbing steps?

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If buses were modern, quiet and
clean powered?

a. 

 
If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If buses were modern, quiet and
clean powered?

b. 

If buses were modern, quiet and clean powered? = If you could get on and off the bus through
multiple doorways?

c. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If all bus stop provided shelters with
protection from the weather?

d. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If all bus stop provided shelters with
protection from the weather?

e. 

If all bus stop provided shelters with protection from the weather? = If you could get on and off the bus
through multiple doorways?

f. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time travel
information)?

g. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If each bus stop showed the
expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every minute (real-time travel
information)?

h. 

If each bus stop showed the expected time of arrival for the next bus, and this was updated every
minute (real-time travel information)? = If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways?

i. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If bicycle lock-up facilities werej. 
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Appendix 8  - Wilcoxon Signed Rank Significance Tables for Secondary 
Hypothesis: Question Numbers 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. 

 
Question 32 (continued) 
 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If bicycle lock-up facilities were
provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

j. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If bicycle lock-up facilities were
provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus?

k. 

If bicycle lock-up facilities were provided at all stops or bicycles could be carried by the bus? = If you
could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways?

l. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If there were fewer stops along the
main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not have to request the bus to
stop?

m. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If there were fewer stops along the
main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you would not have to request the bus to
stop?

n. 

If there were fewer stops along the main routes and the bus always stopped at each so that you
would not have to request the bus to stop? = If you could get on and off the bus through multiple
doorways?

o. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? < If you could get on and off the bus
without climbing steps?

p. 

If you could get on and off the bus through multiple doorways? > If you could get on and off the bus
without climbing steps?

q. 

If you could get on and off the bus without climbing steps? = If you could get on and off the bus through
multiple doorways?

r. 

 
 

Test Statisticsc

-8.608a -10.743a -11.911a -5.079b -.800a -9.357b

.000 .000 .000 .000 .424 .000

Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Question 32 -
If buses were

modern, quiet
and clean
powered?

Question 32 -
If all bus stop

provided
shelters with
protection
from the
weather?

Question 32 -
If each bus

stop showed
the expected
time of arrival

for the next
bus, and this
was updated
every minute

(real-time
travel

information)?

Question 32 -
If bicycle
lock-up

facilities were
provided at all

stops or
bicycles could
be carried by

the bus?

Question 32
- If there

were fewer
stops along
the main

routes and
the bus
always

stopped at
each so that
you would
not have to
request the
bus to stop?

Question 32 -
If you could

get on and off
the bus
without

climbing
steps?

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Based on negative ranks.b. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testc. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 33 - Travel Group 

Rank for modern buses, quiet and clean powered

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for modern buses, quiet and clean powered

121 30.3 37.6 37.6
74 18.5 23.0 60.6
50 12.5 15.5 76.1
40 10.0 12.4 88.5
37 9.3 11.5 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
54 13.5
23 5.8
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

Rank for physically separate bus lane

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

40

30

20

10

0

 

Rank for physically separate bus lane, not affected by auto traffic

102 25.6 31.7 31.7
86 21.6 26.7 58.4
34 8.5 10.6 68.9
44 11.0 13.7 82.6
56 14.0 17.4 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
54 13.5
23 5.8
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 33 - Travel Group (continued) 

Rank for fewer stops along main routes 

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for fewer stops along main routes and bus always stops at each

25 6.3 7.8 7.8
52 13.0 16.1 23.9
87 21.8 27.0 50.9
70 17.5 21.7 72.7
88 22.1 27.3 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
54 13.5
23 5.8
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

Rank for route and stop information displayed on each bus

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

30

20

10

0

 

Rank for route and stop information displayed on each bus

51 12.8 15.8 15.8
71 17.8 22.0 37.9
80 20.1 24.8 62.7
85 21.3 26.4 89.1
35 8.8 10.9 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
54 13.5
23 5.8
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 33 - Travel Group (continued) 

Rank for bus stop names that are visible from the bus

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for bus stop names that are visible from the bus

23 5.8 7.1 7.1
39 9.8 12.1 19.3
71 17.8 22.0 41.3
83 20.8 25.8 67.1

106 26.6 32.9 100.0
322 80.7 100.0

55 13.8
22 5.5
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 34 - Bus Stops  

Rank for all bus stops provide protection from the weather

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for all bus stops provide protection from the weather

122 30.6 37.9 37.9
63 15.8 19.6 57.5
84 21.1 26.1 83.5
35 8.8 10.9 94.4
18 4.5 5.6 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
57 14.3
20 5.0
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

Rank for real-time travel information at each stop

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

50

40

30

20

10

0

 

Rank for real-time travel information at each stop

70 17.5 21.7 21.7
126 31.6 39.1 60.9

81 20.3 25.2 86.0
37 9.3 11.5 97.5

8 2.0 2.5 100.0
322 80.7 100.0

57 14.3
20 5.0
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 34 - Bus Stops (continued) 

Rank for route map and fare information shown at every stop

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for route map and fare information shown at every stop

64 16.0 19.9 19.9
84 21.1 26.1 46.0
94 23.6 29.2 75.2
57 14.3 17.7 92.9
23 5.8 7.1 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
57 14.3
20 5.0
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

Rank for fully enclosed stops with payment required for entry

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

50

40

30

20

10

0

 

Rank for fully enclosed stops with payment required for entry rather than at
boarding

56 14.0 17.4 17.4
38 9.5 11.8 29.2
42 10.5 13.0 42.2

130 32.6 40.4 82.6
56 14.0 17.4 100.0

322 80.7 100.0
57 14.3
20 5.0
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 34 - Bus Stops (continued) 

Rank for some bus stations provide services

Least important432Most important

P
er

ce
nt

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for some bus stations provide services such as small convenience shops

10 2.5 3.1 3.1
13 3.3 4.0 7.1
22 5.5 6.8 14.0
61 15.3 18.9 32.9

216 54.1 67.1 100.0
322 80.7 100.0
57 14.3
20 5.0
77 19.3

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
4
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 35 - Boarding and Other 

Rank for geting on and off the bus without climbing steps

Least important32Most important

P
er

ce
nt

50

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for geting on and off the bus without climbing steps

55 13.8 17.5 17.5

143 35.8 45.4 62.9
31 7.8 9.8 72.7
86 21.6 27.3 100.0

315 78.9 100.0
59 14.8

25 6.3
84 21.1

399 100.0

Most important

2
3
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

Rank for getting on and off the bus through multiple doorways

Least important32Most important

P
er

ce
nt

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

 

Rank for getting on and off the bus through multiple doorways

195 48.9 61.9 61.9
63 15.8 20.0 81.9
45 11.3 14.3 96.2
12 3.0 3.8 100.0

315 78.9 100.0
59 14.8
25 6.3

84 21.1
399 100.0

Most important
2
3

Least important
Total

Valid

8
9

Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 9  - Rankings by Group - Question 35 - Boarding and Other (continued) 

Rank for bicycles carried by the bus

Least important32Most important

P
er

ce
nt

50

40

30

20

10

0

 
 

Rank for bicycles carried by the bus

35 8.8 11.1 11.1
45 11.3 14.3 25.4

123 30.8 39.0 64.4
112 28.1 35.6 100.0
315 78.9 100.0
59 14.8
25 6.3
84 21.1

399 100.0

Most important
2
3
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

Rank for bicycle lock-up provided at each stop

Least important32Most important

P
er

ce
nt

40

30

20

10

0

 

Rank for bicycle lock-up provided at each stop

30 7.5 9.6 9.6
64 16.0 20.4 29.9

115 28.8 36.6 66.6
105 26.3 33.4 100.0
314 78.7 100.0
59 14.8
25 6.3
1 .3

85 21.3
399 100.0

Most important
2
3
Least important
Total

Valid

8
9
System
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 10  -  Perceptions of Local Bus Travel Characteristics 
 

Do buses arrive at their bus stops on time or within 5 minutes of their
scheduled time?

92 23.1 28.0 28.0

236 59.1 72.0 100.0
328 82.2 100.0

71 17.8
399 100.0

No

Yes
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

62 15.5 17.6 17.6
47 11.8 13.3 30.9
54 13.5 15.3 46.2

190 47.6 53.8 100.0
353 88.5 100.0

46 11.5
399 100.0

Not at all
Very little
Moderately

Very much
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 
 
 

Is bus travel performance affected by traffic and congestion?

30 7.5 8.3 8.3
332 83.2 91.7 100.0

362 90.7 100.0
37 9.3

399 100.0

No
Yes

Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

63 15.8 17.5 17.5
53 13.3 14.7 32.1

106 26.6 29.4 61.5

139 34.8 38.5 100.0
361 90.5 100.0

38 9.5
399 100.0

Not at all
Very little
Moderately

Very much
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 10  -  Perceptions of Local Bus Travel Characteristics (continued) 
 

Are buses generally slower, the same speed, or faster than average traffic?

218 54.6 59.2 59.2
139 34.8 37.8 97.0
11 2.8 3.0 100.0

368 92.2 100.0
1 .3

30 7.5
31 7.8

399 100.0

Slower
The same
Faster
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

72 18.0 19.5 19.5
58 14.5 15.7 35.2

107 26.8 29.0 64.2
132 33.1 35.8 100.0
369 92.5 100.0
30 7.5

399 100.0

Not at all
Very little
Moderately
Very much
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 
 
 

Is it easy to understand how much the bus trip will cost?

124 31.1 35.4 35.4
226 56.6 64.6 100.0
350 87.7 100.0

49 12.3
399 100.0

No
Yes
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

106 26.6 29.6 29.6
79 19.8 22.1 51.7
79 19.8 22.1 73.7
94 23.6 26.3 100.0

358 89.7 100.0
41 10.3

399 100.0

Not at all
Very little
Moderately
Very much
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 10  -  Perceptions of Local Bus Travel Characteristics (continued) 
 

Do you think it is easy to understand the bus routes and plan your trip?

181 45.4 51.4 51.4
171 42.9 48.6 100.0
352 88.2 100.0

47 11.8
399 100.0

No
Yes
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

74 18.5 20.6 20.6
52 13.0 14.4 35.0
90 22.6 25.0 60.0

144 36.1 40.0 100.0
360 90.2 100.0

39 9.8
399 100.0

Not at all
Very little
Moderately
Very much
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 
 
 

Do you think that transferring from one bus route to another is easy or
difficult?

209 52.4 61.5 61.5
131 32.8 38.5 100.0
340 85.2 100.0

1 .3
58 14.5
59 14.8

399 100.0

Difficult
Easy

Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

73 18.3 21.0 21.0

47 11.8 13.5 34.5
85 21.3 24.4 58.9

143 35.8 41.1 100.0
348 87.2 100.0

1 .3

50 12.5
51 12.8

399 100.0

Not at all

Very little
Moderately
Very much
Total

Valid

8
9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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Appendix 10  -  Perceptions of Local Bus Travel Characteristics (continued) 
 

Do you think that bus routes have

79 19.8 23.7 23.7
171 42.9 51.4 75.1

83 20.8 24.9 100.0

333 83.5 100.0
66 16.5

399 100.0

Not enough stops
The right amount of stops

Too many stops
Total

Valid

9Missing
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

 

How much does this affect your willingness to ride the bus?

73 18.3 21.5 21.5
56 14.0 16.5 38.1

92 23.1 27.1 65.2
118 29.6 34.8 100.0
339 85.0 100.0

1 .3

59 14.8
60 15.0

399 100.0

Not at all
Very little

Moderately
Very much
Total

Valid

8

9
Total

Missing

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent
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